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regimental Colonel’s NOTES
Our Regiment has been profoundly
struck by the sudden death of Major
Stuart Young, our Regimental Secretary.
We marked our respect for him as
a Regimental family, after a very good
Association meeting and a routine
evening’s training for the Horseferry
Road platoon. It struck me that this
would have pleased a man who spent his
professional working life ensuring that
the regiment could do its business, mark
its anniversaries, treasure its inheritance
and have the facilities in which to train for
combat.
Death is no stranger to soldiers. We
understand its presence in our particular
discipline. Indeed, the place where we
gather and feel our traditions most is
framed by memorials to the Fallen. Yearly
we note the deaths of long-lived veterans
with affectionate respect. Yet this is
different because the man we relied upon
to be there - has gone. If we took him for
granted, we can’t now. If we thought his
effervescent presence unquenchable we
now know the strength of Fate. He was

the route to solving every regimental
question; the manager of all our events;
he could lay his hands on every key,
knew the contents of every locker and
handled the administrative cogs, along
with Laura Truman, which enabled us
all to Strike Sure. He was the dedicated
personification of the regiment we all
expected to be there, our employee and
now we must collectively thank him.
We must meet our duty to honour his
life, salute him in death and extend the
love of our family to his, with enduring
heart.
But then we must move on. This is the
military way.
There is much to do and, as I have
explained, the Army has directed that
the London Regiment must recruit more
successfully and, to do this, it must define
a more coherent brand. This task is about
our survival, not our identity. That said,
I will actively negotiate on your behalf to
protect the golden threads that shape who
we are and what we are, as a regiment.
In this battle to move forward and

achieve full capability, I ask the younger
soldiers to take a lead. You may not realise
this but you understand the nature of how
to convince people of your age to enlist.
Teach us how we can use the skills that
are second nature for you, in order to
motivate more to be London Scots. We are
all involved in turning this round and with
your ideas and our capacity to drive the
process, we can take joint responsibility
for shaping a healthy future.
Hopefully the results of the Army’s
decisions will be made clear soon and
the Council of the London Regiment,
on which I represent all of you, which is
chaired by Colonel Marc Overton, can
then do its duty and make the plan work,
while preserving the cultures that mark us
out as London Scots.
There is much to do. Now let us prepare
to bury our friend.
Alastair Bruce
Regimental Colonel
The London Scottish Regiment

OC’s Notes
The period I write upon covers
December 2015 to March 2016 inclusively.
I often have to double check the dates as
the amount that the company appears to
achieve in each reporting period doesn’t
seem to fit into four months!
Training in December centred around
a company-run MATTs training weekend.
However, the focus for the soldiers is
usually the platoon socials. 1 Platoon
headed around the Winter Wonderland
at Hyde Park, and 2 Platoon hosted their
usual Catford soirée. I don’t know much
more than that… which is probably for the
best!
We kicked off 2016 with an enormous
variety of training – survival training,
driver training, adventure training, socials
and recruiting. First up was Ex Diamond
Castaway, a very well attended Survival,
Evasion, Resistance and Escape (SERE)
exercise. The soldiers kicked off the

weekend carrying burdens over a military
assault course, before moving on to the
survival training, consisting of learning
to kill and prepare various animals. The
evening training involved shelter building
and fire starting, before cooking their
well-earned dinner. Sunday morning then
involved scrambling round the World
Championship Assault Course.
From an adventure training perspective,
January also included the annual Guards
ski trip. This year we sent 2Lt Williams and
Pte Carr on Ex Tiger Tartan Snowplough,
the Scots Guards trip to Val d’Isere in the
French Alps. This is always an excellent
chance for soldiers to experience fun but
challenging skiing, novice and expert
alike. It is also a good example of the
opportunities that come our way as a result
of being part of the Guards Division.
On the social front, January also had
the now annual A Company Burns’
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Night Supper. This year it was expertly
organised and run by Company Second
In Command, Capt Jamie Barklem.
As well as around 30 soldiers from the
company, we also hosted the Commanding
Officer and new Sergeant Major, as well
as the Regimental Secretary, Maj Stuart
Young, and Chairman of the Regimental
Association, Steve Lovelock. The evening
included a super combination of piping
poetry and excellent food prepared by our
own LCpl Bronitz and I am certain this
will remain a permanent fixture on the A
Company social calendar.
The day after Burns’ Night, we ran an
open evening for three of our London
Scottish badged cadet detachments,
including the new 145 (New Addington)
Det, at Catford Army Reserve Centre
(ARC). 2 Platoon Commander Adam
Greenwood coordinated and ran the
training for 41 cadets with the assistance

The cadets at the open evening
of members of 2 Platoon, introducing
them to the training that we undertake.
The aim of the evening was to foster closer
links between us and them, as part of my
wider A Company Recruiting strategy, and
to introduce the opportunities available if
they transfer to the Army Reserves.
Closing off January was Ex Cockney
Craftsman, a Battalion-led driver training
weekend that we sent a small handful of
soldiers on to practice their off-road Land
Rover driving.
The primary training weekend in
February was a return to core green
training in the field. Ex Diamond Fortress
was a defensive operations exercise down
in Pirbright. It was a good chance to
shake out for a green weekend where I
commanded a company minus of about
60 troops carrying out recce patrols and
company harbours and culminating in
a full company ambush. Stretching and
challenging yet enjoyable training for all.
In addition to the priority training
weekend, there was also an Infantry Basics
Radio Users Course run by D Company
that we sent three soldiers on. The aim
was to further develop the comms skills of
soldiers, covering encryption, GPS, reports
and voice procedure.
We also had two important visitors
over this period. At the end of Feb Deputy
Commander Field Army (DCFA), Major
General Simon Brooks-Ward held a
meeting on a Tuesday evening in the

Dining Room at Horseferry Road to brief
his reserve Commanding Officers. And
then on the first Tuesday in March, we
were visited by Assistant Commander 11
(Inf) Bde, Col Ingrid Rolland, who had
come to see A Company training.
In March, we had two weekend
exercises. First up was Ex Jock Bounty, a
MATTs training weekend organised by
Capt Barklem to cover training and testing
on CBRN, Values & Standards, Law of
Armed Conflict, Navigation, as well as a
Personal Fitness Assessment (PFA) and
Army Fitness Test (AFT). This proved
successful in mopping up the last of the
soldiers who needed MATTs passes to
qualify for their Certificate of Efficiency
and subsequent bounty.
The second weekend was Ex Jock Jaunt.
I had felt that we had not fostered our ties
with Scotland as much as we could, and in
fact some of our soldiers had never been
north of the border! I therefore set up
a three day trip to Edinburgh to educate
our soldiers as to our Scottish heritage
and forge closer links with our brothers in
arms in Scotland. After a long coach drive
up, we used Redford Barracks as a base to
visit Edinburgh castle and the Museum
of the Royals Scots, Royal Regiment of
Scotland and Royal Scots Dragoon Guards
before a company smoker. The next day we
fitted in a morning’s dry slope skiing on
the hills overlooking Edinburgh (the first
ever skiing for five soldiers) and then an

afternoon visit to the Scottish Parliament
building at Holyrood. Saturday evening
involved being hosted at his home by
Brigadier d’Inverno (father of London
Jock, Capt Monty d’Inverno), followed
by another company smoker. The Sunday
involved a tour of the Scottish National
War Memorial from Lt Col Binks, the
Keeper of the Rolls, and then a wreath
laying for which we managed to obtain
special permission for our Pipe Major to
play.
The whole weekend proved a real success
and also managed to integrate a couple of
new recruits.
The ‘First Tuesday’ scheme continues
to work well, with officers and SNCOs
in barrack dress, piper playing and
presentations made at final parade,
followed by hot food served in the bar after
training. I intend to continue this through
2016.
Despite the incredible variety of training
being conducted, the main effort remains
on recruiting. New recruits have been hard
to come by in 2015, but we have seen some
green shoots of promise in the last few
weeks with several more potential recruits
coming through the doors. We have also
seen Pte Ackrill pass through the Combat
Infantryman Course (CIC) in Catterick in
January, and as I write, Pte Sumner is on
the same course until the end of March.
And so, looking forward, we have
confirmation that this year’s Annual
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Training Period (ATP) will be in Spain.
In line with the greater focus on the
Reserves, we are now exercising overseas
every other year and Ex IBERIAN STAR
promises to be an excellent training
period, much like Ex Roman Star was
in Italy in 2014 and Ex Lion Star was in
Cyprus in 2012.
And so to close, I want to wish all the
best to LCpl Holbrough who in January
transferred to the Regular Army with
the Royal Scots Dragoon Guards and to
congratulate Capt Piers Wickman and his
wife Victoria who recently announced the
birth of their first child Henry.
STRIKE SURE
Major N J Storey
Officer Commanding
A (London Scottish) Company
The London Regiment

CSM’s notes

A Company in Edinburgh

2 Platoon Update
2 Platoon has continued to go from
strength to strength as the London
Regiment’s mortar asset.
CATARC hosted a highly successful
evening for the 3 South London cadet
units. 95, 102 and 145 all attending
in high numbers for the event, which
largely focused on the role of 2 platoon
and introduced the cadets to basic
mortar skills. All 3 cadet units have
also been visited by 2 platoon over the
past few months as part of their annual
inspections. The level of dedication and
professionalism for the London Scottish
cadets is impressive. Further involvement
with the cadets is planned in June for the
cadet competition and another event at
CATARC for the units in July.

Adventure training has offered some
much needed winter relief for a number of
the platoons soldiers. A two-week Alpine
Skiing expedition in France allowed for
the honing of skiing skills developed
during previous adventure training whilst
improving solider fitness and confidence
on some of the bigger slopes.
Training on Wednesday evenings
continues to focus on mortars skills
which are developing in view of further
live firing this year. The focus has largely
shifted towards night firing with soldiers
operating under limited visibility to
ensure that they are capable of working
effectively in all environments. This
does not come at the expense of core
infantry skills, with soldiers organising

and planning a wide range of training
including SAA and field tactics. The
platoon has also started to deliver regular
sessions on military history, with the first
focusing on the Arab Spring. Soldiers also
conducted a number of key career courses,
such as IBRU signalling.
The outlook for the coming months
looks very exciting for the soldier of 2
platoon with an extensive range of training
taking place. Soldiers will be conducting
live fire training and tactics in preparation
for ATP in Spain this year, and later in
the year public order training prior to the
usual November ceremonial season.
Capt A M Greenwood

IBRU COURSE
On the weekend of 26-28 February, the
London Regiment ran an Infantry Basic
Radio User course, based at RHQ/D
(London Irish) Company, location at St.
Johns Hil.
The course was led by CSgt Littler,
Cpl Ma and LCpl Thomas. This course
is normally 1 week long for the Regular
Army but for the Reserves, it was
condensed to an intensive weekend.
The aim of the course was to train
soldiers to IBRU standards and it is the
first step in getting soldiers qualified to

allow the flow of Communication and IT
(G6) knowledge throughout the Regiment.
It introduced the attendees to the Bowman
series of radios such as the PRC354 and
PRC355, its functions and features, and its
operations - such as the use of encryption
by the Bowman system itself and the GPS
system.
The course also covered voice
procedures that are essential for good
radio network discipline and security
which, included the use of BATCO, a
system used when the encryption function
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of the Bowman radios are not functioning.
Essential reports such as contact, MIST
(Casualty), 9-liners (Casualty Evacuation)
and 10-liners (EOD/UXO) reports were
covered in detail and are something many
of the soldiers had used on Operations. As
a confirmation, the course concluded with
a written and a practical test to ensure the
soldiers meet the IBRU standard, to which
the majority passed.
Pte Lam
2 Platoon (Mortars)

It has been some time since I wrote
the last article in the Gazette, so this just
shows how busy I have been since taking
over as CSM in January 2015.
It was a busy year, including a trip to
the USA on an exchange visit with the US
National Guard in Virginia, followed by an
ATP to Otterburn where the Battalion did
have two weeks of glorious sunshine which
helped a lot as you can imagine!
It was a good ATP, with our own Mortar
platoon qualifying into a working Platoon
again. So I am very pleased with the whole
platoon, for putting in all this hard work.
Keep up the training and wait for the next
shoot!
1 Platoon are hitting the ground running
again after their Platoon Commander, Mr
Scarsbrook, had to take a Leave of Absence
for work reasons, and Sergeant Cue
transferring back to the Mortar platoon
once again because of work related reasons.
We have a new Platoon Commander
2Lt Williams, and Sergeant Sebukima
transferred from Headquarter Company to
be 1 Platoon Sergeant. They are both doing

a grand job, and with a little bit of extra
guidance from myself and the 2IC, they will
get there.
Then came October and six of us deployed
to Canada with the Toronto Scottish for
a short week of training. There was the
Company Commander, myself, SPSI Lcpl
Morton, Pte Keen and Pte Carr. We all had
a good time, including the training, being
involved with the Presentation of New
Colours, and especially parading in front of
our own Colonel of the London Regiment,
HRH The Earl of Wessex, who stood in for
HRH Prince Charles who was unable to
attend the ceremony.
So it was a very good day, after which we
did some green training using Munitions
IE Paint ball out of the rifle, which is much
better than just using blanks as you can see
what you are shooting at! Then a final dinner
and drinks and then a long journey home,
and straight back to HFR for Hallowe’en
( very jet lagged!) but what a great and long
day it was.
Christmas was done and dusted then back
into the New Year, where the Battalion had

a defence operations weekend for which we
only had an attendance of 13 Pax! So come
on guys, let’s try harder to get the troops out.
We said good bye to some troops who
have joined the regular Army, and good
luck for the future to Cpl Keyzer who came
back from Op Tosca in Cyprus and joined
the Scots Guards. We also said good bye
and good luck to our own Resident Barman
LCpl Holbrough who has gone all the way
up to Scotland and Joined the Scots Dragoon
Guards (SDG). Also good luck to Pte Cook
who has joined the Kings Troop Royal
Artillery (otherwise known as the Lumpy
Jumper Brigade)!
That’s all from me for the moment except
to say that on July 31st 2016 I will be taking
part in the ’Prudential Ride London 100 for
Breast Cancer Now’. All donations will be
gratefully received so please donate to my
Just Giving Account of @ JustGiving.com/
ian-dawson2016 . I’m hoping for a nice
sunny day so please don’t be shy and sponsor
me now!
Strike sure
CSM

Room at the top
Just a quick one from the room at the
top.
I was voted in officially as the Sergeant’s
Mess President on Saturday 6th February
2016 at the Burns night supper and AGM,
after being Acting Mess President over
the past few months of 2015. Last year’s
President CSgt Amos had been in the post
for only two months after which he was
posted to D Company. This had left CSgt
Wates in charge who then transferred to 7
Rifles, to further his career.
So it was me back to business, and
Mr Jason Harryman and I had a brief
discussion late last year planning the
2016 Burns night and AGM. This was
quickly organised, invitations went out,
and we had a good return with 27 Pax
to sit down for the evening. Sgts Turner
and Sgt Oyalagan attended, together with
Sgt Sebukima, a new member to the Mess
who has joined us from HQ Company, and
is now 1 Platoon Sergeant. PM McLucas
was another guest ( his first time into the
Mess and he seemed to enjoy himself)
together with Mr Mark Ormiston, Mr
Jason Harryman (VP Old Comrades), Mr

Martin Felstead, Mr Arthur Fenwick, and Mr
Anthony Rycyk.
Mr Tom Tantony, read Tom O’Shanter
- well done Tom – and there was a good
welcome back to the Mess after such a
long time away for Mr Jim Cleary, Mr
Brian Welsh, and DM Nobby Foulis. Mr
Mark Randall, and WO2 CSM Jim Dixon
D Company also attended as well as CSgt
Ben Davies 1SG RMAS, who is now the
Mess Secretary - thanks for taking this on
Ben – together with Mr Brian Alderson, Mr
Adrian Cornell, WO2 CSM Justin Tredigo C
Company, and Mr Alan Morris. A big thank
you to Mr Alex McBride for Addressing the
Haggis (a much better job than Mr Geoff
Hetherington would have done, who couldn’t
make it that night as the trains were up the
spout or so he said, or he had found out that
he was Addressing the Haggis?? We will
never know now LOL! )
Anyway whatever happened, Geoff is now
the Mess Treasurer, so thank you Geoff.
The evening went well and the food was
excelllent, cooked by A Company’s own LCpl
Bronitz who is a chef in civilian life, so a big
thanks again to him from the Mess.

As Mess President now please get in touch
with me, and don’t be a stranger to First
Tuesdays. Please drop me note on the sort
of events that you would like to see put on
by myself and my team of fellow Committee
members. I would like to see an event
planned for September so just let me have
some ideas so that everyone can have a say
in what they would like to do.
Last but not least it was sad to lose 2
members of the Mess in this last month. Mr
Gordon Skilling and Mr Paul Hammond,
who were both members who supported
the Mess at every opportunity. I would
like to take this opportunity to send my
apologies for not being able to attend either
of these two funerals due to unforeseen
circumstances.
Just one last thing. If enough interest is
shown then I will gladly open the Sergeants’
Mess on any First Tuesday, but I will need
fair warning so that I can get it stocked.
Strike Sure
Strike Sure
Mess President
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some speed up and enjoying the fantastic
views. In the afternoon, the group visited
the Scottish Parliament building at
Holyrood for a self-guided tour.
That evening the group was hosted for
drinks at the stunning home of Brigadier
d’Inverno - a huge classic Victorian era
house in the centre of Edinburgh. All
of us talked with him and listened to
the brilliant stories he had about his 41
years of service in the Army. This was a
great opportunity for us to get first hand
advice about where we wanted to go with
our careers from someone who is very
experienced. He also treated us to lovely
food and champagne during the visit.

Ex diamond castaway
In the First Weekend of January,
the Company deployed as part of a
Battalion exercise, Ex DIAMOND
CASTAWAY, a Survival Skills exercise
held at Swires Farm in Dorking,
Surrey.
The weekend consisted of a variety of
stands, some physical; such as a Team
race across the assault course and then
a Ladder race; and some teambuilding;
such as A command task which had
one of the Junior soldiers direct a
blindfolded team through a maze in the
quickest time. The weekend also had the
LONDONS learn new and hone their
survival skills, how to start, build and
keep a fire going and how to prepare a
pheasant.

After this, the Teams all split up and
made their way onto the woodland
around the activity centre; and after
setting up camp; the A Coy team (after
only a wee while!) managed to get a
roaring fire going and get the pheasant
and veg. stew on the heat. The Sunday
morning concluded with a the ‘NUTS
Challenge’ assault course, a 7km assault
course/mud run. Needless to say it was
cold, very wet, yet a hugely enjoyable
exercise and a great start to 2016 with
the London Scottish and the London
Regiment!
Yours Aye,
Pte Lister
1Platoon

Our last morning was spent once
again at Edinburgh Castle, where we
performed a wreath laying and had a
guided tour of the Scottish National
War Memorial. The SNWM is a brilliant
building filled with books listing the
names of Scots who fought and died in
all wars from World War I up until the
present day. Additionally, the books also
include the names of those who fought
in Scottish Regiments even if they were
not necessarily Scottish by birth. We even
found the London Scottish book, with the
name of all those London Jocks that had
lost their lives.

Overall, this trip gave us an amazing
opportunity to learn about these Scottish
Regiments, and the stories and sacrifices
of those who fought in them, but also
to have a good time and a good laugh
with the lads in A Company. For me, Pte
Gordon, it was particularly pleasing that
the trip had been made open to recurits
like myself. I am very positive that this
was my first of many great outings with
A Company.
Yours aye,
Pte Gordon (soldier under training)
and Pte McColl (1 Platoon)

BBQ anyone?

Ex Jock Jaunt
In March, members of both 1
and 2 platoon spent the weekend
in Edinburgh. The aim of “Exercise
Jock Jaunt” was to allow members of
A-Company to explore some of the
connections that the London Scottish
has north of the border, as well as
for some adventurous training and
company bonding.
Leaving London in the early hours of
Friday morning, we travelled by coach to
a surprisingly bright and sunny Scotland.
Arriving in Edinburgh in the early
afternoon, our first appointment was at
Edinburgh Castle, where we had guided
tours of the regimental museums of The
Royal Scots and The Royal Scots Dragoon
Guards, where the curator gave us a tour
showing the history of the Regiment from
its birth up until the war in Afghanistan
We were able to see many of the
medals earned by those who served
in the Regiment, kindly donated by
family members. We could also see
the weapons used by the soldiers of the
Regiment; these weapons were visible
in the exhibits around the museum. The
curator even gave us the opportunity to
see some weapons that were not yet on
display, such as the STEN, the MartiniHenry Rifle and the SLR - a real treat for
some of the more junior member s of the

The museum at the castle

recruit training
At the Scottish National War Memorial
company.
Also in Edinburgh Castle was the
Royal Scots Dragoon Guards museum,
historically a Mounted Infantry Regiment,
now a Light Cavalry Regiment. We were
given a tour of this museum, where we
learned fascinating information about the
Regiment and the men who served in it.
On the Friday night, there was a
company smoker and curry on Rose
Street, generously funded by the
Regimental Trust – which allowed us to
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experience some more Scottish culture –
namely Tennents lager and for those with
deeper pockets, Scotch whisky – not a
bottle of Hodden Grey in sight!
The following morning, with many a
hazy head and some shaky legs, it was
time for some dry-slope skiing in the
Pentland hills at the largest dry ski slope
in Eurpoe. Although the weather was grey
to start with, the sun soon appeared and
brightened up everyone’s morning – and
by the end even the novices were getting

A Company Recruit Reception and
Training Team (RRTT) under the very
capable leadership of the Regimental
Sub Unit Support Officer (RSUSO) –
CSgt Evans have been working hard,
we have been collaborating with the
Army Recruiting units and we have
been taking part in various recruiting
events on High Streets and Colleges
around London, some of these High
Streets includes Bromley, Bexleyheath,
and Croydon.
These recruiting events give us the
opportunity to engage with the members
of the public and encourage people to join
London Regiment especially A Company.

There have been increasing interests
in the Reserves as we sell the idea of
leadership, team working, management
skills, unique challenges, making new
friends and camaraderie within the Army
as well as other skills they can use in their
various civilian lives.
The result of these efforts speaks for
themselves; we are finally getting the
numbers in. In the last three months
one of our soldiers completed CIC –
he is now a member of One Platoon.
We have another currently on CIC. In
the pipeline we have eighteen recruits.
Four are in Phase One training with the
Recruiting Training Wing (RTW) at

various stages, fourteen at Phase Zero
– the pre attestation stage, where we
engage them, mentor and teach them our
history and some other basic skills, four
of these phase zero recruits are going to
the assessment centre in the next three
weeks.
The state of recruiting at A Company is
strong. We look forward to having more
recruits join us as trained soldiers in
months to come.
Yours aye,
Sgt Oyalegan
Recruit and Mentoring Sgt
A Company Recruit Reception and
Training Team
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Ex Tiger Tartan Snowplough
I was lucky enough to be offered a place
on one of the army skiing trips in January.
Attached to the Scots Guards (1SG) based
in Aldershot, I spent a week learning to
ski in Val d’Isere, three miles from the
Italian border, in the French Alps.
Second Lieutenant Williams and I were
the only two Londons in a group of roughly
20 made up of Scots Guards, REME
attached to 1SG, and Welsh Guards - a
diverse but very welcoming group. After a
15 hour coach and ferry ride we got to Val
d’Isere, where rooms were designated and
kit was issued. I ended up sharing with
two senior REME NCOs and their newest
recruit, a craftsman only two weeks out of
basic training.
I’d skied many years ago, a school trip

to Serre Chevalier and a few lessons but
I’d forgotten most of it. I joined the basic
course, working towards Skiing Foundation
1 (SF1). I made the right choice and within
the first day I was improving beyond what I
had learned before.
I understand that the week before we
arrived, the visibility had been almost
zero and a lot of the time the training
was restricted to the nursery slopes. The
weather while I was there was stunning
with fresh snow and two days of bright
sunshine.
My team progressed up through Green,
Blue and Red slopes and by the time we
got to the free skiiing on the last day, I was
confidently attempting 360 degree turns
and off piste sections of the slopes.

I couldn’t have asked for a better resort;
the slopes and setting of Val d’Isere are
magnificent. Imagine a combination of
Monte Carlo and Catterick (only in the
Alps). The slopes were a combination of the
very wealthy, expert skiers and squaddies.
The après ski was great fun but the
resort is definitely high end, and someone
mentioned that Val is one of the top five
resorts in the world.
A fantastic time was had by all and I will
definitely be trying for my SF2 next year.
And for those who know, I have three
words - La Folie Douce.
Pte Carr
1 Platoon

London Scottish Regiment Benevolent Fund
NOTICE OF MEETING
The 76th Annual General Meeting of the London Scottish Regiment Benevolent Fund
will be held at Regimental Headquarters on Tuesday 6th September 2016 at 18:45hrs.

AGENDA
1. Apologies for absence.
2. Minutes of the 75th Meeting held on 1st September 2015.
3. Matters arising from those Minutes.
4. Accounts for the year 1/4/2015 to 31/3/2016 and Treasurer’s Report.
5. Chairman’s Reports.

Ex Diamond Fortress

6. Election of Officers and Committee.
The defensive Ops exercise was
publicised as being around the taking
of a Forward Operating Base (FOB),
defending it and patrolling from it. This
was supposed to be at the training facility
on Salisbury Plain. But as we all know, no
plan survives contact.
We set off from the car park at Pirbright
at around 23:00 on a rainy Friday in
February. The London regiment split into
sections. It was a crash course in setting up
and operating a personal radio for me.
As part of one section, we patrolled out
on a recce towards the skills house. We
searched and secured the house and set up

sentry posts. Eventually we were given an
hour’s sleep (with a stag roster). The house
was compromised just after stand to at first
light.
We evacuated the house and moved on
to a harbour area. A day of recce patrols
and model making followed with the
usual harbour routine of cleaning, kit prep,
eating and sleeping when possible.
An ambush was planned for 02:30 the
following morning. We got given orders, a
full briefing and Q&A. We moved out and
set the ambush in a very cold part of the
training area. The ambush was sprung at
0530.

We moved to another harbour area
which was then contacted. A long tab to
the pick-up point followed and we finished
the exercise with a short lesson on using
smoke grenades and setting trip flares.
The weekend was one of lessons to take
on board: be ready to change plans, adapt
to what the situation needs, and prepare in
advance. I think everyone agreed that they
gained something from the weekend and
took something else away that needs to be
worked on.
Pte Carr
1 Platoon

A Company Burns’ Supper
Wee, sleekit, cow’rin, tim’rous
squaddie… To say that I was excited
about performing a reading at my first
company Burns’ supper would be a lie. I
was petrified.
But it was inevitable as I am one of only
three serving members of A Coy who is
actually Scottish.
I received an email request two days after
returning from a week long skiing exercise
with the Scots Guards in France. There had
been rumours about doing a reading before
I had left but nothing was confirmed.
Dressed in MTP, we filtered into the
Mess to a strict seating plan. Second

Lieutenant Williams led the proceedings
with a reading of Tam O’Shanter. He was
followed by Captain Barklem, who recited
the Selkirk grace.
The haggis was then piped in and
Captain Wickman gave the traditional
address, using the dirk with great gusto.
Following the meal, it was my turn to
speak, I was reading “A man’s a man”, which
Captain very kindly introduced as Burns’
most famous poem…no pressure then.
I have to say that I did enjoy it once I got
into a rhythm.
After me it was Private Grier reading
“To a mouse”, and Lance Corporal Morton
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followed with “Scotch Drink”.
Lance Corporal Bronitz and his catering
team did an outstanding job with the meal
of Assiette de Canard (duck spring roll,
pate and onion potage), haggis burger and
chocolate panacotta.
The meal ended with an Atholl Brose,
port and the loyal toast to HM Queen. A
rendition of Auld Lang Syne rounded of the
events.
All in all, a fantastic evening of dubious
pronunciation and great food.
Pte Carr
1 Platoon

7. Appointment of independent examiners.
8. Donations to other Charities
The Committee will propose the following:
£250 to London Scottish Regimental Trust
£1,500 to Help for Heroes
£1,500 to SSAFA Forces Help
£1,500 to Army Benevolent Fund, The Soldiers Charity
£1,500 to Combat Stress
£1,500 to Poppy Scotland
£1,500 to BLESMA
£1,500 to Erskine Hospital, Scotland
£1,500 to Royal Caledonian Schools Trust
£1,500 to Blind Veterans UK
£1,500 to Scottish Veterans Residences
£1,500 to Haig Housing Trust
£1,500 to Royal Regiment of Scotland Regimental Trust
9. Any Other Business.

All past and present members of the Regiment welcome to attend
London Scottish Regimental Gazette 11

Pipes and drums
“Better by far you should forget and
smile,
Than that you should remember and be
sad.”
Christina Rossetti
(1830-1894)
This regular chronicling of the activities
of the Pipes & Drums has been somewhat
overshadowed by the recent loss of a longstanding, and much loved, Band member.
A full obituary for Gordon Skilling
appears elsewhere in this Gazette, but it
is appropriate that this is augmented by a
tribute from the Ps&Ds, of which Gordon
had been an integral part for the past forty
years. So many pipers and drummers over
those four decades have been touched by
Gordon’s joyful personality and warmth;
amused by his jokes and anecdotes;
mesmerised by his enthusiastic rendition
of poems; impressed by his wealth of
knowledge, languages and contacts;
enthralled by his endearing eccentricities,
and entertained by his encyclopaedic
repertoire of songs … many of which
would not get past the censor’s blue pencil
in an upstanding journal such as this.
Most of us were also intrigued as to how
he could always have such a great time on
just orange juice, when the rest of us mere
mortals needed the stimulus of alcohol.
I’m sure, however, that there were also
equal parts of grudging admiration and
occasional frustration at his often freeform style of marching and his creative
interpretation of military drill … Gordon
was truly a unique individual.
Robert Gordon Skilling
(8th May 1947 - 13th January 2016)
On Monday 1st February 2016, the
Band, together with a considerable number
of representatives from the Regimental
Association and the serving company,
gathered at St Andrew’s Garrison Church
of Scotland in Aldershot for the very sad
duty of paying our last respects at the
funeral of a very special colleague and
friend.
The Band formed up and led the funeral
cortege the final hundred yards playing
‘Lord Lovat’s Lament’. The coffin, fully
draped and adorned with Gordon’s belt
and bonnet, was then piped into the kirk by
P/M Chris MacPherson. During a solemn,
but also joyous, service, conducted by our
own Chris Oldroyd, Isla St Clair sang a

moving rendition of ‘The 51st’s Farewell to
Sicily’, which was then taken up by Pipers
Tommy Johnston and Stuart Nicholson,
marching down the aisle.
To say that Gordon made a huge impact
on all those he met is an understatement,
and this was very ably conveyed by two of
the eulogies delivered during the service
which are reproduced below. The first was
by Susan Coulthard, Head of Media for the
Army in London:
I was Gordon’s boss for over a decade
while he was working as an Army Press
Officer just over the road. He was my
most loyal and trusted lieutenant. Despite
the digital age, he still occasionally used
a manual typewriter, a stubby pencil and
Pitman’s shorthand when no one was
looking, but could get a cracking story
out of anyone and anything. He wrote
beautiful, grammatically perfect, text and
was never happier than when red penning
the paltry efforts of others.
His criticism was at once devastating
and generous. Devastating because of
its uncompromising brutal accuracy, but
generous because every rebuff was an
opportunity to teach the ignorant a lesson
and save them future embarrassment. I
was very ignorant - we all were it seemed
- but Gordon soon made me and others
wise.
Gordon could never be accused of being
half-hearted. A deeply passionate man, he
lived and breathed his truth. Sometimes
his opinions were so rigid they seemed
foolish. He loathed Japan. He hated the
Japanese for what they’d done to the allies
in the war. He just could not forgive
them. He would rather walk two miles in
the pouring rain than accept a lift from a
colleague in a Toyota.
Gordon had travelled the world with
the Army - he’d witnessed terrible things,
not least the horrors of the Rwandan
genocide and the Balkans war. But it was
I who inadvertently sent him on his most
terrifying assignment.
One of our units was on ‘Exercise Red
Stripe’ in Jamaica. Normally this was a
hardship exercise - you slept in tents in the
jungle with the soldiers, fought off rabid
dogs and never saw civilisation. Gordon
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liked the sound of that. Chris Fletcher,
the photographer, would go with him to
gather stories for the regional press back
home. My two brave boys were met at the
airport by the news that there’d been a bit
of mix up and, rather than camping in the
jungle with soldiers, they were booked
into the 5 star Sandals Honeymooners
Resort and would have to share a room as
it was for couples only. Their honeymoon
suite had just one bed, scattered with rose
petals, and heart shaped pillows. There
was a towel sculpture of kissing swans in
the bathroom. Dinner under the moon
on the terrace was Jerk Chicken (Extra
Spicy) with viagra chillis and bottomless
rum punch cocktails. Gordon loathed
foreign food and was teetotal. They spent
the evening serenaded by violins and
smiling waiters with knowing looks. They
were the only couple in the resort avoiding
eye contact and not holding hands, but
the other guests just put it down to their
British reserve.
I knew the trip had been traumatic
because, on his return, Gordon, the
raconteur extraordinary, never spoke of
it. Jamaica I suspect is now twinned with
Japan.

Just one Cornetto

Working with Gordon was always a joy.
Unforgettable, unmatchable. It was easy to
forgive his maddening eccentricities, the
whistling, his spontaneous waltzing down
corridors with bewildered Brigadiers, his
gargantuan newspaper cuttings collection
that threatened to engulf us all, the way
he would randomly answer the phone in
Russian or Anglo Saxon, the terrifying
post-Burns Night flatulence. Of course
we forgave him - it was what made him
special. But we can’t forgive him for
leaving us.
Safe home Gordon.
The second heartfelt tribute was
delivered by D/M Nobby Foulis, and
eloquently captured how so many of us in
the Band will remember Gordon:
Gordon Skilling; where do you start?
Or, more to the point, where could you
finish!
Gordon was one of life’s real characters,
never ceasing to amaze – one way or
another. His depth of knowledge on

Italy, 2008
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Jamie Wilson and Gordon at the 2015 Band Supper

The Band’s Bavarian Night
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such a diverse range of subjects was truly
remarkable, but it was his sense of humour,
however, that endeared him to the Pipes &
Drums. He loved being centre-stage and,
with his sense of fun coupled with a talent
for mischief, he was well suited to the part.
Who will forget the never ending songs,
stories, poems and monologues?
Burns Supper was where Gordon really
excelled himself. Having known him for
over thirty years, I have had the privilege
of witnessing his ‘Address to the Haggis’
many times, complete with animation
and high drama; often copied, but never
bettered. ‘Holy Wullie’s Prayer’ was always
a favourite, and his ‘Tam o’ Shanter’ was a
work of art.
Gordon was a man who enjoyed playing
the fool but, of course, nothing could be
further from the truth. He was a man with
a talent for languages. I couldn’t begin to
name them all, in fact I’m sure he made
some of them up as he went! But it must
be said that even Gordon had his Achilles
heel, as we found out a few years ago in
Spain. As our resident linguist, Gordon
was dispatched to the bar with orders for
17 beers and 1 orange juice. And it came
to pass that Mr Smarty Pants ended up
with 1 beer and 17 oranges … I have to
report that there was a great kerfuffle for
the single beer!
Of course, Gordon was also very
talented musically. Who else could play
the ‘Can-Can’ on the pipes whilst dancing
it at the same time? We once played a
festival in Normandy and the weather
wasn’t good, so we had a look around the
host’s rather grand chateau whilst waiting
for the rain to go off. In one of the rooms
there was an absolutely beautiful pure
white Steinway grand piano; honestly, a
lottery win could not buy this thing. Was
Gordon in the least impressed, not a bit
of it! Before you could say “concerto in D
minor” the lid was up and he was banging
out some good old Scots melodies. Our
host called us for coffee and when we
returned, much to Gordon’s disgust, the
thing was locked.
So, although this is a very sad day, I
mean no disrespect at all when I say that
I cannot think of Gordon without having
a wee chuckle for, you know, that’s exactly
how he would want it.
Listen close and you’ll hear him say;
“Shed a tear, then dry your een, play me a
tune and send me out in style”. And that’s
how I shall remember Gordon Skilling.
Pipes down fella’, stand at ease.
Outside the church, the Ps&Ds played
a selection of tunes as the congregation
departed, including the German farewell

Sometimes, Gordon’s piping was so unique that he needed an armed escort!

Warwick Castle, September 2007
song ‘Muss i denn zum Staedele hinaus’,
which Gordon often played, and ‘Mhairi’s
Wedding’ to which Gordon and Ria had
danced at both their wedding and Silver
wedding and never missed dancing to
anywhere. Those assembled then made
their way over to Guildford Crematorium
for the final laying to rest, and then on to
Guildford Cathedral for refreshments.
Gordon Skilling was a gentle man, as
well as being a gentleman, and one of his
last acts was to dictate the following note
for the Band to Fiona his daughter, as he
wasn’t able to write or sign it himself, but
was happy knowing he had got the words
down, and said it had been a weight off his
mind:
“I am really touched by so many kind
comments on your cards, and from
drummers too! Many thanks. You have
been a grand bunch to have played with. A

guid New Year to yin and ‘a.”
That was typically Gordon. And typical
too was that, as a teetotaller (although
Fiona informed me that it was on health
grounds, rather than a moral decision …
we can only guess what Gordon would
have been like if he had actually drunk like
the rest of us!) Gordon left a sum of money
for the Ps&Ds to have a wee dram in his
name, which we will certainly do …. with
a smile!
Talking of smiling, if anything can even
come close to summing up the enigma that
was Gordon Skilling it was his virtuoso
performance on the television programme
‘Odd One In’; he stole the show, and it’s
certainly how I shall remember him. The
clip remains on ‘YouTube’ as a six and a
half minute testament to his inspired
lunacy, and is well worth a look … it will
make you chuckle every time:
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h t t p s : / / w w w. y o u t u b e . c o m /
watch?v=sX6QX5-ryxg
So Piper Skilling, here’s to you, may you
rest in peace. My life has been enriched by
knowing Gordon, and, I guess, like many
of us in the Band, my only slight regret
that I never had the chance to thank him
for making all those coach trips, Band
Suppers and late night sessions such fun;
but I hope that, deep down, he knew. As
Susan Coulthard put it in an email to me,
Gordon was a very dear friend as well as
a devoted colleague and I miss him more
than words can say.
OTHER STUFF
Unfortunately, various personal and
professional issues have kept me away
from 95 for the past few weeks, so your
humble reporter has not had a regular
finger on the pulse of the Ps&Ds. However,
the following noteworthy events deserve
committing to the formal record.
Naval & Military Club
On Thursday 21st January 2016, a small
but select group of three pipers and two
drummers presented themselves at the
‘In & Out’ Club in support of their Burn’s
Supper. We played a selection of small
sets in between courses and, as usual,
were looked after very well by our friends
at the Club, where we are rapidly almost
becoming the house band.
Armoured Vehicle Conference
The following week, on Tuesday 26th
January 2016, a good sized midi-band (not
quite all of us, but more than a mini-band)
gathered at Twickenham Rugby Ground,
where an international Armoured Vehicle
Conference was being held. This was
the first outing in Hodden Grey for new
Drummer David Lowe, and our task was
to play at the beginning of the Conference
Dinner. So, having negotiated our way
through the labyrinthine back corridors of
the stadium to get changed into uniform,
we formed up and marched in to play
a 15 minute static set. Despite the fact
that the popular (well, to the audience)
tune ‘Highland Cathedral’ appeared to
be having some building work done,
possibly in the form of an extension, our
contribution seemed to go down well with
the organisers and principal guests, one of
whom turned out to be the Chief of the
General Staff of the Afghan Army, who together with some of his senior officers is shown with the Band below.
MCLEOD MEDAL AND ATTWOOLL
TROPHY

In the news...

The band at Twickenham

Mr Douglas Morton master of The Woeshipful Company of Distillers presenting
Piper Calum Galleitch presented with the McLeod Medal
The Band’s annual competition evening
was held on Thursday 17th March 2016,
and the results are as follows:
McLeod Medal
(open piping)
Piper Calum Galleitch
McPherson Quaich
(for veteran piper)
Piper Chris Oldroyd
Major Stuart Young London Scottish
Gathering Cup
(for novice piper)
Piper William Arundell
Attwooll Trophy
(open drumming)
Drummer Andy Withers
Bryan Alderson Shield
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(most improved drummer)
Drummer Alex Cooper
Distillers’ Company Mini-Band
Competition
Piper Stuart Nicholson
Piper David Stewart
Piper Stuart Hulme
Drummer Stephen Hill
Drummer Tom Gallagher
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
As always, these ‘Band Notes’ rely on the
input of many others who provide text and
photos in the name of amateur journalism.
So I would like to thank Susan Coulthard,
D/M Foulis, P/M McLucas, Piper Stuart
Nicholson, Drummer Jamie Wilson and
Ria and Fiona Skilling, who have all
contributed towards this edition.
So, until next time!
Bass Drummer Nicholas P Gair

The Armed Forces Covenant has a
brand new look to make it easier for
businesses and local communities to
support the Armed Forces community.
The Armed Forces Covenant is a
promise from the nation, ensuring that
those who serve or have served in the
Armed Forces, and their families, are
treated fairly.
The Covenant is a national
responsibility and the Government
is committed to delivering the best
possible outcomes for the Armed Forces
community by working with a range of
delivery partners including businesses,
local authorities, charities and the public.
Businesses and local authorities who
wish to support the Armed Forces
community can sign the Covenant, and
publicly declare their commitments.
New branding
The new branding simplifies and
clarifies the Armed Forces Covenant,
uniting all the delivery partners in
their common goal to achieve the
best outcomes for the Armed Forces
community.
Minister for Defence Personnel and
Veterans, Mark Lancaster, said: “The new
Armed Forces Covenant brand gives us a
clear visual identity, encapsulating what
it stands for. It gives all the supporters
a simple way to show what their
commitments of support stand for, and I

hope they will be as keen to get people
talking about this as I am.
“Armed Forces personnel and their
families make many sacrifices through
their service to keep Britain safe. They
can face challenges accessing commercial
and public services that we take for
granted, so the Armed Forces Covenant is
a promise from the nation to ensure that
the Armed Forces community is treated
fairly, and recognise their particular
challenges.”
Key
Armed
Forces
achievements include:

Covenant

Family Healthcare:
The Armed Forces Covenant is now
at the centre of the NHS constitution,
an important step for the delivery of
local health care. Now 81% of Service
personnel report good access to medical
care and 98% of Armed Forces families
have good access to GPs.
£2m grant awarded to create a NHS
Specialist Rehabilitation Unit.
Children’s education:
Children of personnel can now get
school places before moving into an area,
following an amendment to the Schools
Admission Code.
£21m of Service Pupil Premium
payments made to support the pastoral

needs of over 60,000 Service pupils in
state schools.
24,500 children from Service families
have benefitted from 154 grants for
Education Support Funding to help
schools mitigate and manage issues
caused by Service families moving as a
result of deployment.
Spousal employment:
Spouses returning from overseas
can now immediately claim Jobseeker’s
Allowance, as they have been made
exempt from the need to be a UK resident
for three months in order to claim.
More than 400 spouses of Armed
Forces personnel now to be offered
£1,000 grants for training and education.
Commercial Disadvantage:
Mobile phone providers Vodafone,
EE, O2 and Three will now allow Service
personnel and their families to suspend
phone contracts whilst on overseas
deployment, so that they are not required
to pay for services that they are not using.
A credit union has been set up to
provide personnel with safe, affordable
loans.
In 2015, more than 5,200 Service
personnel have been helped on to the
property ladder through the ongoing
Forces Help To Buy scheme

GA Dinner Friday 26th
February 2016
80 members attended for an
entertaining evening. A 3 course meal,
FREE beer, FREE wine FREE port a
FREE Somme Mug and FREE bottle of
whiskey.
Steve Broomfield was chairman
and we were entertained by a mini
band lead by Pipe Major Jim McLucas.
Included in the band was Ken Duncan
and Geoff McAdam. good to hear you
both.
Next year’s dinner will be the 20th
GA Dinner, the 50th anniversary of the
establishment of G Coy 1/51 Highland
Volunteers and the 25th anniversary
of the establishment of A Coy The
London Regiment.
Col Mark Ludlow will be in the
chair.
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General Dynamics announce that it will
build the AJAX (AFV) Armoured Fighting
Vehicle in a factory site near Merthyr Tydfil
in South Wales.
AJAX provides a step-change in the
Armoured Fighting Vehicle capability being
delivered to the British Army.
The programme includes six variants:
AJAX, ARES, APOLLO, ATHENA, ATLAS
and ARGUS. Each AJAX variant will be
a highly-agile, tracked, medium-weight
armoured fighting vehicle, providing British
troops with state-of-the-art best-in-class
protection.
The vehicles are developed upon a
highly-adaptable and capable Common
Base Platform, maximising commonality
in mobility, electronic architecture and
survivability that ensures the British Army
has a family of world-class platforms.
Each AJAX platform variant has
extensive capabilities, including acoustic
detectors, a laser warning system, a local
situational awareness system, an electronic
countermeasure system, a route marking
system, an advanced electronic architecture
and a high performance power pack.
The AJAX family of vehicles has growth
inherently built in. With an upper design
limit of 42 tonnes of driveline capability,
scalable and open electronic architecture and
a modular armour system, it has enormous
potential to combat future threats and
incorporate new technology throughout the
lifespan of the platform.
As a result, AJAX provides the kind of
growth capability that the user will need to
face the uncertain challenges of Future Force
2020 and beyond. AJAX will replace the less

capable CVR(T), providing broad utility
throughout the balanced Army 2020 force
across all operations.
In September 2014, General Dynamics UK
was awarded £3.5 billion to deliver 589 AJAX
platforms to the British Army. In July 2015, it
was awarded a further £390 million contract
to provide in-service support for the AJAX
fleet until 2024.
In addition, the Company announced
that it is opening a new Armoured Fighting

Vehicle Assembly, Integration and Testing
(AIT) facility in South Wales.
The AJAX programme was originally
known as the SCOUT Specialist Vehicle
(SV) programme. It was renamed at
DSEI (Defence Systems & Equipment
International) exhibition on 15 September
2015.
On 3 September 2014, General Dynamics
UK was awarded £3.5 billion to deliver 589
SCOUT SV platforms to the British Army

LIFE BEGINS AT EIGHTY FIVE
So sayeth Maj. (Rtd) Dick Dunn former O.C. ‘C’ Coy, 1st Bn London
Scottish during the Colonelcy of the
late Sir Tommy MacPherson. On the
1962 London Scottish March, ‘C’
Company, was ‘chosen’ to spearhead
The Scottish through the Làirig Dhrù
(more commonly known now as Lairig
Ghru). Possibly snow plough rather
than spearhead would be a more
appropriate description. Dick sends his
very best wishes for 2016 and beyond to
all who remember him. Having lived in
Bath for many years and then for a short
spell living in France, he regrets that his
visits to HQ have been very few and far
between.
Long before Dick was married, he had
been friends with a young lady named

Rosie (Rosemary). Dick married Berris,
Rosie also married but the two couples
remained in contact over the years. Sadly
Berris passed away a couple of years ago.
Rosie had also lost her husband, so Dick
and Rosie now being single once more,
at 85 years, Dick popped the question
and the happy news of the engagement
of Richard Dunn and Rosemary Erskine
Simpson appeared in The Scotsman in
November last.
Dick said that this new episode in
his and Rosie’s life blossomed whilst on
a holiday in Venice and continued in
Orkney and Samarkand during 2015. He
temporarily moved to Edinburgh whilst
his property in Bath is being sold, then
following a skiing holiday in February,
they will be seriously house hunting in
or around Edinburgh. Dick said that he

will try to visit 95 one of these days. In
the meantime he asks me to pass his protem address to anyone who remembers
and would like to contact him, he fears
that there will now be very few who
remember him.
In June 2000, Dick and Berris hosted
a very well attended - Millennium,
Mid-Summer, Burns, House-warming
party at their restored farmhouse near
Toulouse. A full account appeared in
in the Autumn 2000 gazette but a most
memorable part of the party was when
the chef, who never having encountered
a haggis in anger before, served it up as
vol et vents. Very difficult for Dick to
address, but very easy for eating, they
were delicious !

The AJAX AFV
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Historians agree that the Summer
of 1942 was this country’s lowest
point in the Second World War.
Defeat seemed to follow defeat and
it must have been some reassurance
for the seaside villagers of Milford on
Sea – still fearing a seaborne invasion
by Germany - to find they were to be
‘hosts’ to several companies of the 2nd
Battalion, London Scottish Regiment.
The Battalion had been billeted 25
miles further north, at Alresford, and
after the rigours of life under canvas
their new accommodation must have
seemed a great improvement.
Built in 1897 by the industrialist
Alexander
Siemens,
Westover
House had magnificent views across
Christchurch Bay to the Isle of Wight
and The Needles. What was to be
Alexander Siemens ‘dream’ home
is a mile to the west of Milford but,
unfortunately, because of his German
birth, Siemens was interred throughout
WW1 and the experience left him a
broken man.
The house was then sold to Lord
Nuffield. At the start of WW2 the
building was requisitioned by the Army
and in October 1942 ‘D’ Company
took up occupancy but the Battalion
H.Q was located in nearby New Milton
which had the benefit of direct rail
contact wih central London and with
other Companys’ along the coast.
The men of ‘C’ Company could not
have been disappointed in their new
accommodation either; Hordle School
was also perched on the clifftops, about
a mile from Westover Hall, and it was
here that Capt Arthur Thompson set
up Company H.Q. A further Company
was billeted at Mudeford, close to
Christchurch.
The role of the Battalion was to be
immediately available should Germany
attempt a seaborne invasion and all
ranks became very familiar with the

Westover Hall
many pillboxes hastily erected along
the coast. Although not openly stated,
it is likely that the ‘Scottish’ also had
to provide immediate cover should
the Beaulieu-based Special Operations
Executive (SOE) ever be threatened.
These were the men and women who
were parachuted into France and
Belgium to carry out acts of sabotage,
particularly in the period leading up to
the D-Day Normandy Landings.
But it wasn’t all ‘nose to the
grindstone’; Capt John Davis met and
soon wanted to marry a local lady,
Joan Lloyd, who was part of the W.V.S
team that regularly sold tea and cakes
from a small van but the wedding had
to be postponed until September 1944
because the entire area was ‘closed
down’ in the run-up to D Day, 6th Jun
1944. For the NCO’s and Other Ranks
there was a weekly trip to New Milton
which had good sports facilities and for
the very fortunate there was maybe a

48-hour pass into Bournemouth. It is
also locally reported that a burly, kilted
Company Sergeant Major was always
ready to assist Milford’s one police
officer if the Saturday night roistering
got out of hand – his justice was said to
be “swift and appropriate”. By the way,
the village ‘bobby’ was proudly named
P.C. Robin Hood.
Westover Hall is now an excellent
hotel and has been re-named The
Beach House – Westover whilst the
Victorian Hordle School is now a very
elite private housing estate..
I am grateful to the kind people of
Lymington’s St Barbe Museum, The
Beach House-Westover Hotel and Bob
Braid, Milford’s local historian.
John Wren
Former Curator,
Regimental Museum.

Seen at 95 on First Tuesdays:
Bryan Alderson, Jim Beales, Ray Bloomfield, Jimmy George, Bob Harman, Robert Hazell, Geoff Hetherington,
Stephen Hill, John Hudson, Nigel Illsley, David Maskell, John McCormack, Alan Morris, J Nicholson Chris
Oldroyd R Olly Mark Ormiston Bill Parr John Piper Bill Rennie Duggie Scott-Kerr, Tom Tantony,E Vallance,
Ted Wellin, Brian Welsh, Stuart Young, Ron Younger

John Spoore.
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London Scottish rifles lodge 2310
The January meeting of the
Regimental Lodge was held on it’s
now new date of the 3rd Wednesday
in January, being the 20th.
The proximity of the January
meeting to Burns Night is sufficient
reason to style this our ‘Burns
Meeting’. The allure of the Bard and
a fine repast of Scottish Fare and
musical accompaniment is sufficient
to ensure this meeting is always well
attended. Thus 24 members were in
attendance together with 12 visitors.
The main business of the afternoon
was to pass Bro. Simon Kielty who
had been introduced into the lodge by
W.Bro Murdo Durrant. The meeting
was informed that applications to join

the Lodge had been received from a
Chelsea Pensioner, taking our total
of Royal Hospital residents to 3, and
from no less than 4 former members
of the Regiment. When all have been
admitted membership of the Lodge
will stand at 44, of whom over half
served in the Regiment.
Following the meeting members and
their guests took their seats for the
‘Festive Board’. Our Worshipful Master,
Jim Nicholson, gave the address to the
haggis in his fine Scottish brogue to
ensure true authenticity. Alex McBride
then gave the tribute to Rabbie Burns,
which was very well received. Gary
Anderson played a superb selection
on the pipes and the complimentary

whisky (gravy to some) and plentiful
wine ensured a most convivial evening
was had by all. The Regimental Song
was sung with its usual gusto and the
evening concluded fittingly with the
“Evening Hymn’.
The Lodge was formed in 1889 by
London Scots for London Scots. If you
are interested in Freemasonry then
your Regimental Lodge would very
much welcome you. Please contact
me or any of the officers for more
information.
Yours aye
Steve Lovelock
Secretary – London Scottish Rifles
Lodge No.2310

London Scottish rifles lodge at war
The Regimental Lodge was
consecrated on 2nd May 1889,
formed by members of the Regiment
who were already Freemasons.
It was said at the time ‘The London
Scottish Rifles Corps have thought it
desirable that they bind themselves
together in a bond of union by having a
Lodge in connection with their Corps’.
The Lodge took its name from the title
of the Regiment at the time, namely
‘The London Scottish Rifles Lodge’ and
has kept that name notwithstanding
the change to the Regimental Title
in 1908. For its masonic crest it
adopted the Regimental Badge in use
in 1889 (The Scottish Lion Rampant).
This remained so until 1939 when,
in recognition of its half century,
permission was granted to use the
current Regimental Badge familiar to
us all.
The Commanding Officer at the
time of its formation, Col. Henry
Lumsden, was a senior freemason
being the Provincial Grand Master of
West Aberdeenshire. He had joined the
Regiment upon its formation in 1859,

his Regimental number being 11. It
was intended that he should become
the Lodge’s first Master. However, as
he had not served as a Warden in an
English Lodge, he was informed he
was ineligible. Instead Capt. James
Hepburn-Hastie became the inaugural
Master with Col. Lumsden appointed
the Senior Warden of the Lodge. Thus
now eligible Col. Lumsden became the
Master in 1890.
In its formative years the Lodge
drew
its
membership
almost
exclusively from the Regiment, either
serving soldiers or those who had
served. It soon flourished. During
its first 60 years the Masters of the
Lodge included 3 Colonels, 6 Majors
and 10 Captains from the Regiment,
one of whom held the MC. A very
notable member was Sir Alexander
Fleming, who of course had served in
the Regiment prior to the First World
War when he was commissioned into
the RAMC.
It is known that members of the
Lodge saw active service in The
Boer War. The Lodge’s first casualty
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of war was Bro. E.J. Liddiard, killed
on 23rd February 1901 whilst
serving with the Imperial Yeomanry
(Scottish Sharpshooters). Bro. A.W.
Buckingham gave his address in
1901 as ‘South Africa’. He was in fact
commanding the service company
attached to the Gordon Highlanders.
He became Master of the Lodge in
1906. Bro. Hamilton Gordon served as
Armourer Sergeant with the London
Scottish in South Africa and was
awarded the DCM as well as being
mentioned in despatches.
At the November meeting of the
Lodge in 1914 the Secretary informed
the Brethren that several members of
the Lodge were now on active service
with the 1st Bn London Scottish in
France. He further informed the
meeting that the Worshipful Master
for the year, W.Bro. Capt. T.H. Kidston
Allsop, had been wounded in action at
Messines and was reported missing.
The following January it became
known that Capt. Kidston Allsop had
in fact been taken prisoner and was
confined in a fortress in Bavaria. 2

members of the Lodge fell at Messines:
C.Sgt H.R.Aitchinson and L.Cpl. J.
Carey.
The London Scottish had purchased
it’s own Vickers Machine Guns, the
most advanced weapon of it’s kind at
the time and in limited supply. These
highly prized guns were knocked out
by enemy mortars on 11th November
1914. The Machine Gun Officer, Lt.
R G Ker-Gulland, and his Sgt, E.A
Smart, were both killed. They too
were both members of the Lodge. The
same A.W. Buckingham who had led
the Scottish in South Africa was killed
on 17th November 1914 serving as a
Major with the Gordon Highlanders.
In all 10 members of the Lodge
were killed fighting in the First World
War. One, Bro. Guy Ford, had been an
officer of the Regiment but resigned in
1905 to take up Holy Orders. Upon the
outbreak of the war he re-joined the
London Scottish as a non-combatant
private soldier. On 13th October 1915,
towards the end of the Battle of Loos,
he was killed whilst performing the
duties of stretcher-bearer. He had been
initiated into the Lodge together with
his actual brother, Captain George
Ford, who was severely wounded with
the battalion at Givenchy in 1915.
Captain Ford finished the war as a Lt.
Colonel and was awarded the OBE.
At the meeting of 20th November
1919 it is recorded that a cordial
welcome was extended to Brethren
returning from active service. It is
noted that subscriptions for members

on active service had been remitted by
Resolution of the Lodge. To put the
losses into perspective there had been
a pre-war ceiling placed on Lodge
membership restricting it to just 60
members. In 1919 the membership
stood at 51, thus the 10 lost represented
a not inconsiderable percentage of
Lodge members. Membership was
soon boosted however by members of
the Regiment returning from the war
then joining the Lodge.
In 1921 the members of the Lodge
contributed to the purchase of a fine
ebony and ivory ‘Memorial Charity
Box’ bearing the Regimental Badge
and upon which the names of the
fallen of the Lodge are engraved on
the silver top. The Lodge was one
of those contributing to the fund to
mark the sacrifice of Masons during
the Great War. Having raised the
requisite sum in 1925 they qualified
as a ‘Hall Stone Lodge’. To this day the
‘Hall Stone Jewel’ is worn proudly by
the Worshipful Master in memory of
those who made the supreme sacrifice.
Concerned with the threat of
a Second World War the London
Scottish raised a Second Battalion in
1938 and a Third in March 1939. Many
of those joining the new Battalions
also took the opportunity to join the
Regimental Lodge. A census of the
Lodge taken in 1946 lists the wartime
service of its members. In total 39
members had served in the Army, 1
in the Royal Navy and 4 in the RAF.
In addition a further 30 members,

being too old for active service and
most having served in The Great War,
also volunteered their services: 17
in the Home Guard, 5 in the Special
Constabulary and 8 in Civil Defence
Units. Amongst those brethren who
served were 2 Colonels, 6 Lt. Colonels,
7 Majors, 10 Captains, 3 Lieutenants
as well as a Wing Commander and 2
Squadron Leaders. Members of the
Lodge on wartime service had been
awarded 1 CBE, 2 OBE’s, 2 MBE’s, 2
MC’s and 5 had been mentioned in
dispatches. 4 brethren had been killed
on active service. W.Bro Squadron
Leader AJG Anderson died on active
service in Egypt in 1941, he had been
awarded the Order of the Nile and
mentioned in despatches 3 times
and had served with the Regiment in
France in the First World War.
The relationship between the
serving element of the London
Scottish and the Regimental Lodge
continues to this day. In more recent
times members of the Lodge have
served in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Each year at the Installation meeting
in May the newly installed Master will
call the Lodge to order whilst he reads
out the 15 names on the Lodge ‘Roll
of Honour’.
Strike Sure
W.Bro Steve Lovelock
Secretary – The London Scottish
Rifles Lodge No. 2310.

Glenworple highlanders
The Spring Dinner of the Society was
held at Headquarters on Wednesday
16th March 2016.
Those present were J.A.Clemence,
A.C.Morris, G.C.Kellas,
R.D.Holliday, C.Granger,
B.D.Welsh, I.L.King, M.V.Ormiston,
M.D.Randall, J.F.Hudson,
M.P.Durrant, S.D.Lovelock,
R.R.Wirgman, R.S.Younger,
M.J. Felstead, P.J.McLucas and
A.D.Parsons

Apologies were received from S.H.
Henwood, D.L.Franklin, P.J.Layden,
D.R.L.James, G.H.Dickman,
C.R.E.Dobney, P.Brodie-Fraser and
B.Alderson.
M.P.Durrant was chairman. A
very tasty meal was provided and
A.D.Parsons provided an excellent
Musical Interlude. S.D.Lovelock

proposed the Customary Vote of
Thanks and B.D.Welsh proposed the
health of the Chairman.
The Autumn Dinner 2016 would be
held on Wednesday 12th October
2016 and the Spring Dinner 2017
would be on Wednesday 22nd March
2017.
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TO BE SOLD BY SEALED BID AUCTION
All proceeds to the London Scottish Regiment Benevolent Fund.

London Scottish Regimental Association
BATTLE OF THE SOMME CENTENARY 1916 - 2016
ANNUAL REUNION LUNCHEON
Saturday 2nd July 2016 - 12:00 for 12:45pm
Regimental Headquarters 95, Horseferry Rd, London SW1P 2DX
YOUR CHAIRMAN - Major Brian Welsh
YOUR PIPER - Pipe Major Ian King
Four course meal with wine and beer (while it lasts!)

TICKETS ONLY £30 per person

Dress: Jacket/Blazer and Regimental Tie (LS, 51HD, Gordons etc.)
1) Application Forms must be received by 21st May 2016 at the very latest.
2) Tickets will not be issued.
3) Numbers are limited so it is first come first served ñ do not delay!

LONDON SCOTTISH BADGE BROOCH

Of recent manufacture by Bickerton Jewellery, Birmingham.
Hallmarked 9ct yellow and white gold
Pin fastening with locking catch and safety chain
Size: 31mm x 31mm
Weight: 11.3g
Currently available new @ £395.00

Mailing lists are always incomplete so please pass this on and check with your friends.

Please complete all details below in capital letters.
Please reserve me ........ places @ £30 person £................. Plus donation of £.................

The London Scottish Regiment Benevolent Fund recently received this brooch as part of a generous
bequest from the estate of the late Mrs Norma Kirkwood, widow of George Kirkwood, ex WW2 veteran
(see Obit. LS Gazette 2000/94). Rather than just put it on eBay we have decided to offer it to members
of the Regiment. Therefore, it will be sold by Sealed Bid Auction. There is a reserve of £250 on the item.

CHEQUE ENCLOSED FOR TOTAL £................

(payable to LONDON SCOTTISH REGIMENTAL ASSOCIATION)

Name.................................................................................

SEALED BID AUCTION
ORGANISER - Martin Felstead, Asst. Hon. Sec. London Scottish Regiment Benevolent Fund, 41,
Carlton Road, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey, KT12 2DF.
Email: mjfelstead99@gmail.com

Guest Name(s).......................................................................................................................
Address ..................................................................................................................................

TO ENTER - B
 ids must be £250.00 or greater. Place your bid amount in an envelope and post, or email,
to the Organiser, details above.

....................................................................... Post Code........................................................

CLOSING DATE -All bids to be with the Organiser by Monday 4th July 2016.
WINNER - The highest bidder will win.

Tel..................................................

SALE PRICE - The sale price will be the highest bid amount. In the event that two bids are equal highest,
the winner shall be the bid first received by the Organiser.

Special Diet required ............................................................................................................

The Organiser’s decision is final.
REMEMBER - ALL PROCEEDS GO TO THE BEN. FUND.

✂

GOOD LUCK!

Emai............................................................................

Please return to:
Arthur Fenwick, 42 Hunloke Avenue, Eastbourne, East Sussex BN22 8UL
Tel. Home 01323 659432 Tel. Mobile 07941 454399 Email: arthur.fenwick@sky.com
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WHAT DID THE REGIMENTAL
ASSOCIATION EVER DO FOR US?
REUNION DINNERS
REUNION LUNCHES
ANNUAL CEILIDH
BATTLEFIELD TOURS
(Belgium, France, Italy)

CENOTAPH PARADE
LORD MAYORS SHOW
KEEP IN TOUCH WITH OLD PALS
(Old? Some are ancient!)

FIRST TUESDAYS (CHEAP BEER)
REGIMENTAL GAZETTE
(3 times a year)

MONTHLY ELECTRONIC
NEWSLETTER
GOLF
DISCOUNTED PRICES
IN REGIMENTAL SHOP
AND GET TO MARCH IN
REGIMENTAL COLOURS BEHIND
THE ASSOCIATION STANDARD
THROUGH THE
STREETS OF LONDON,
MESSINES, YPRES and LOOS

ALL FOR JUST £12 A YEAR
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REGIMENTAL Noticeboard
Upcoming Events:
MON 2nd MAY . ..........................................MAY DAY BANK HOLIDAY		
TUES 3rd MAY ............................................FIRST TUESDAY				
THURS 5th MAY.. ........................................LS LODGE					
FRI 6th MAY ...............................................BAND SUPPER				
MON 9th MAY.............................................ANCIENTS DINNER				
THURS 12th MAY . .....................................LS LODGE				
SAT 14th MAY.. ............................................ SCOTTISH (GLASGOW) LUNCH
THURS 19th MAY.. ...................................... LS LODGE				
THURS 26th MAY . .....................................LS ODC					
SUN 5th JUN ...............................................FED OF LONDON COMRADES PARADE
TUES 7th JUN .............................................FIRST TUESDAY				
4th – 18th JUN...........................................LONDON ATP					
8th - 9th JUN . ...........................................BEATING RETREAT. HORSE GUARDS
SAT 18th JUN.. ............................................. GH WATERLOO LUNCH			
SAT 2nd JULY . ............................................RA ANNUAL LUNCH 				
TUES 5th JULY............................................FIRST TUESDAY				
TUES 5th JULY ...........................................SOMME LECTURE			
FRI 15th JULY..............................................LS GOLF CLUB SW19			
TUES 2nd AUG . ..........................................FIRST TUESDAY 				
TUES 6th SEP . ............................................FIRST TUESDAY				
TUES 6th SEP . ............................................BEN FUND AGM				

London
LondonScottish
ScottishRegimental
RegimentalGazette
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london scottish cadets
The unit is able to welcome a new PI
(Potential Instructor) Miss Jai Taylor.
By way of introduction below is a brief
background on her
My journey into the ACF started
when I was 13 years old. I had moved
from a sleepy village in Dorset, to
a vibrant town on the outskirts of
London where my confidence in such
new surroundings had taken a knock.
My step-dad, a former Paratrooper,
suggested I join the local ACF to buildup my resilience and restore me to the
bold and lively person I had always been.
It did the trick! I spent five extremely
happy and rewarding years at Wrotham
ACF, and after leaving school moved to
the Sevenoaks Detachment. The friends
I made along the way are still some of
the closest I have today. It is a bond
that grows over the many weeks and
weekends away training, and learning
to build stamina and life-long skills. It
truly is an amazing experience.
For all those years of happiness and
friendships made along the way is
the reason why at the age of 24 I have
returned to the ACF. Moreover, I hope
my own experiences, personality and
recent teacher-training qualification
helps create amazing memories and
friendships for other young people
which will last a lifetime.
For all these ideals and many more

reasons, it has become an honour to
embark on my ACF Instructor training.
Miss J Taylor
Since I last wrote the main event that
we have had was our annual inspection
in mid Dec which was taken by Captain
Barklem. I am glad to report that the
inspection went extremely well with
Captain Barklem commenting;
“Turnout was good with 15 in
attendance. All cadets, recruits and
instructors were well presented and
engaging. 3 lessons were observed
during the inspection. The instructor
were competent and equipped with the
resources required to conduct quality
training.... clear training plans and other
relevant material was well presented and
displayed around the building.
235 detachment is clearly a very well
run and active detachment with very good
attendance in light of the circumstances
external to the unit. The Cadets were well
present polite and knowledgeable and the
command team extremely committed and
experienced”
Overall the unit achieved an above
standard level and I would like to thank
Captain Barklem for the time he spent
with the cadets and the unit I hope
that we can start to be more involved
in working with the Reserves who are

based at Horseferry Road.
As with any group we go through
cycles and currently 235 have got to the
point where our cadets are hitting the
upper age limit and are having to leave
and also the next group of cadets we
have are having to take leave to focus on
their college and school work. Currently
our focus is on recruiting and currently
the unit is in the middle of a recruiting
drive contacting all the local youth
and community groups, schools and
churches in the South Westminster area
as a way of increasing the unit’s visibility
and the local communities knowledge of
the Army Cadet Force and in particular
our unit.
Part of this is getting out our new
recruiting information and posters
copies of which are included in the
gazette If you feel that you have
any suggestions or contacts in local
community groups, churches etc who
you think would be interested in working
with us or receiving a visit by myself
some of the cadets please can you let me
know (07917458810 or email ronner@
armymail.mod.uk) any suggestions or
help are greatly received.
Captain Steven Ronner
Cadets at the recent mortar platoon open evening

If you know anyone who would like to join the
London Scottish cadets,
there are four detachments in London:
235 (Westminster) London Scottish Cadets
Tuesday & Thursday 7.30pm - 9.30pm
95 (Eltham) Detachment, London Scottish
Tuesday & Thursday 7.30pm - 9.30pm
102 (Bromley) platoon, London Scottish
Wednesday 7.30pm - 10.00pm
145 (Croydon) Detachment (London Scottish)
Thursday 7.30pm - 9.30pm
Visit: www.londonscottishregt.org/cadets.cfm
for contact details.
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Scots Guards Notes

With
contingency
operations
confining many to camp over the
festive period, spirits nonetheless
remained high.
The boys celebrated Christmas in
the usual style, albeit dry, with many
other activities laid on for them in
the shape of zorb football, visits to the
Imperial War Museum and go-karting.
Contingency operations finished at the
beginning of February, after which the
Battalion took some well-earned and
rather belated Christmas leave.
Straight after New Year B (Support)
Company deployed to Sennybridge and
Salisbury Plain to conduct their cadres.
Despite some horrendous weather,
some excellent training was achieved.
The Commanding Officer visited the
cadres and took the opportunity to
promote a group of LCpls to LSgts.
Right Flank also took advantage of
having the whole Company together
by deploying to Lydd to conduct some
fantastic live fire training. With some
excellent shoots, the boys relished the
opportunity to get out of camp and
away from contingency operations.
The Pipes and Drums also
disappeared after Christmas on their
tour of North America. Accompanied
by the Band of Her Majesty’s Royal
Marines (Scotland), the band spent
two months on the road, performing
50 shows in different locations to over
50,000 people in both the United States
and Canada.

The Pipes & Drums in the USA

Despite the monotony of life on the
road, the tour was a great success, with
the band earning plaudits and a whole
legion of fans across the pond. They
have also seen far more of America
than most Americans have! Photos and
videos of the tour can be found on the
1st Battalion Scots Guards Facebook
page.
Right Flank get into the festive spirit on Christmas Day

Lt Arbuthnott leads the way on Ex FROSTED BLADE,
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Despite contingency operations the
Battalion also found time to get some
serious skiing in. The Alpine and Nordic
Ski Teams have had another successful
season with Lt Arbuthnott doing the
Regiment proud and coming 35th in
the individual combined competition.
Lt Martin led the Nordic Ski Team with
again notable success. The Battalion
as whole, along with F Company, were
able to send a number of novice skiers
and instructors away to Val d’Isere
for the annual Battalion ski camp, Ex
TIGER TARTAN SNOWPLOUGH.
The exercise managed to qualify some
novice skiers in SF1 and some of the
more advanced skiers in SF2 using
home-grown instructors.
Slightly closer to home the Battalion
has enjoyed considerable success on

Lt Wilson wins lineout ball
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the sports pitches and boxing ring.
The Battalion Football Team has had
a spectacular season with back to back
wins. Their most recent game, against
the Welsh Guards, saw a well earned
4-3 victory. Other notable successes
have come in the form of a 9 -1 victory
against 9 RLC and a 3-1 win over ATC
Pirbright. The team is going from
strength to strength and continue to do
the Battalion proud.
The Rugby Team have done
extremely well given that this is their
first season in the Army Rugby Union
Premiership. The team capitalised
on some early wins against the Welsh
Guards and a very narrow defeat to
the Royal Welsh, 13-time Army Rugby
Champions. The start of 2016 saw the
team come up against some very strong
opponents. Their last game saw them
playing in the Quarter-Finals of the
Army Rugby Union Championship. It
was a hard and physical game which
saw 17 Regt RLC 23-3. The team are
still firmly within the Premiership and
look to consolidate their position after
some well earned leave.

London scottish golf club
Golfing
legend
Colin
Montgomerie was in Wimbledon
on 17 February to present the
prizes at London Scottish Golf
Club’s annual Winter Open, which
attracted 77 competitors from all
over Britain.

The Machine Gun platoon on Pen y Fan

Monty spent two hours chatting
to members and competitors
before handing out trophies to the
Winter Open winners – Iain Yule of
Middleton Hall Golf Club in Norfolk,
who won the scratch competition,
and Jim Foster of Silvermere Golf
Club in Surrey, who took the Khan
Trophy handicap cup.

The Boxing Team are training hard
of the upcoming Household Division
Championships which will be held in
Aldershot in April. The team, coached
by Sgt Harvey and LSgts Miller and
Monkhouse are a mixture of novice
and experienced boxers. The training
tempo has increased and will see the
championship team selected out of
the Battalion Team. We are looking
forward to the preliminaries and
what will be a fantastic culminating
final. From this championship event,
the Household Division will select a
team to compete against the Parachute
Regiment later on in the year.
The Battalion has continued to
develop our presence on social
media. This has taken the form of our
Facebook page – 1st Battalion Scots
Guards - and our Instagram account –
scots_guards. The Scots Guards page
on the Army website has been updated
to reflect our new home and our new
role. In addition to the launch of
these social media sites, which provide
weekly updates, photos and videos of
what the Battalion is doing, April also
sees the launch of the new Regimental
Website.

Montgomerie, who was a winning
Ryder Cup captain in 2010 and one
of the most successful ever golfers
on the European Tour, is captain
of London Scottish for 2015/16. He
accepted the role as part of the club’s
150th anniversary celebrations.

In a short speech Monty described
the club’s Victorian clubhouse as “a
treasure trove of golfing history,”
and added: “For this club to have
made it to 150 years is a brilliant
achievement. That’s why I was more
than happy to take up the offer of the
captaincy.”
To coincide with its 150th year
and Monty’s captaincy, the club,
which is based by the windmill on
Wimbledon Common, has launched
a recruitment drive for new
members, with 7-day membership
fees set at £927 and no joining fee.
London Scottish is the third
oldest golf club in England and was
founded in 1865 by members of what
is now the London Scottish regiment.
Unusually, due to local byelaws, all
golfers play in a red upper garment.
Monty will hand over the captaincy
in late March to his vice captain,
Dave Groom.
Further information:
www.londonscottishgolfclub.co.uk
The Anti Tank platoon conducting a CASEVAC in Brecon
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Colin Montgomerie at London Scottish Golf Club
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One Hundred Years
London Scottish
First World War

100th anniversary statues.
The collection of WW1 London
Scottish Regiment cold cast bronze
figures to commemorate the centenary
of the start of hostilities in 1914.
All figures can have a base, with or
without an engraved plaque. They
can all be made in hall marked
silver plate. Call Laura on 0207 630
1639 at the Regimental office for
a quote.
A print of the Painting by Hadyn Cottam
In agreement with the Regimental Trustees and the Artist, three
proper Scottish Gentlemen from The Caledonian Society of
London have very generously had copies made of this evocative
painting, and have asked that ALL proceeds go to The London
Scottish Regimental Trust.
The Regimental Shop has a limited number of these and is
selling them for the agreed price of £20.00 including postage.
Please make your payment to LSRT.
Officer WW1

Private WW1
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51st Highland Div Palestine Jock
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will be sadly missed.
More recently we have of course lost
dear old Gordon Skilling. His funeral
was held on Monday 25th February
at St. Andrews Garrison Church,
Aldershot and was attended by over
50 members of the Association. A
superb band comprising 8 pipers and
4 drummers, led by the Drum Major,
marched ahead of the cortege, quite a
sight.
His daughter Fiona sent me the
following that Gordon had dictated to
her and expressly wanted to appear in
the gazette:

Regimental Association notes
2015 came to a Regimental Halt
with the 1st Tuesday on 1st December
2015. And what a special evening it
turned out to be.
Bob Harman had contacted me the
day before to say that Tommy Nicholls,
a WW2 veteran from the Gordon’s
Association, had been awarded the
Legion d’Honneur by the French
Government.
The French Government last year
had decided to grant the award to all
surviving veterans who had seen active
service in France during WW2.
The Legion d’Honneur is the highest
French award for valour and was
instituted by Napoleon to honour his
bravest soldiers.
However it was merely sent to
Tommy through the post and Bob was
of the opinion that he deserved better
than that. So it was that at the end of the
drill night members of the Association
formed up behind the serving company
facing the WW2 memorial with others
watching from the balcony for a simple
but moving presentation ceremony.
Advancing years and failing eyesight
meant Tommy was seated just to the
left of the memorial with his minder,
Pipe Major John Spoore (Secretary
of the Gordon Highlanders London
Association), in attendance.
I informed all assembled that Tommy
had joined up in March 1943, aged just
17 years and 10 months. After basic
training he was posted to the 9th Buffs
(Royal East Kent Regiment), despite
requesting the Seaforth Highlanders!
He landed on the Normandy Beaches
a few days after D Day and was
immediately engaged in heavy fighting.
On 7th July 1944 he was transferred
to the 2nd Bn. Gordon Highlanders, a
move that delighted him. Tommy was
wounded in action on 20th July 1944
and casevacuated.
He subsequently served in Egypt
before transferring to the RASC in
November 1946. He remained in
the Army until 1958. The 2i/c, Capt.
Jamie Barklem, then pinned the medal
on Tommy’s breast to spontaneous
applause from all present. Cpl Andy
Parsons played Cock of the North and

Tommy Nicholls at 95 having had his Legion d’Honneur medal pinned on by 2iC
Capt Barklem watched by the seving company and Regimental Associaton.

Norman Hubble, wife and his SSAFA case worker
John Spoore gave a moving account of
Tommy’s war experiences. The serving
company fell out having witnessed
a unique presentation to a true war
hero. More applause for Tommy before
retiring to a packed Queen Elizabeth
canteen where food had been laid on.
A very special and moving evening at
which all present felt privileged to have
been involved.
Whilst on the subject of war veterans,
a big thank you to Geoff Dickman who,
on behalf of the Regimental Benevolent
Fund, visited Norman Hubble on the

occasion of his 99th birthday. Well
done Norman and I hope you enjoyed
the bottle of Hodden Grey Geoff gave
you.
The committee had met earlier in the
evening on 1st December and agreed
the 2016 programme.
The Scottish Branch is holding their
annual lunch on Saturday 14th May
2016 at the Grand Hall, National Piping
Centre, Glasgow. This year is the 80th
anniversary of this lunch and promises
to be a special event. Association
members from south of the border are

always welcome. Tickets at £35 each
from Ken Duncan (brewmaster_ken@
hotmail.com).
The Centenary of the Battle of
the Somme will be our main focus
of attention for 2016. The annual
Association lunch this year will be held
on Saturday 2nd July and will include
a commemoration to the Battle of the
Somme. Arthur Fenwick has circulated
details.
On the first Tuesday in July (5th) I am
delighted to announce that I have been
able to secure the services of the noted
military historian Bill McCormick
(author of the 56th Division at
Gommecourt) who will give a lecture
on the subject at the drill hall focusing
principally on the actions of the 1st
Bn. London Scottish. All members of
the Regimental Family (serving coy,
Association, Ps & Ds, cadets etc.) are
welcome. More on this nearer the time.
And last but by no means least our
battlefield tour next year will be to
study our actions at Gommecourt
on the first day of the Somme, then
our involvement in the wider Somme
Campaign culminating in the capture
of Combles on 25th September 1916.

We will be travelling out on Thursday
22nd September and returning on
Sunday 25th September 2016. We will
again be staying at the Holiday Inn
Express, Arras which is a great location
for exploring the historic town of Arras
in the evening. The cost of the trip is
£225 based on sharing a twin bedded
room.
Places are being snapped up and very
few remain. If you want to come with
us for such a momentous anniversary
please contact me ASAP. A deposit of
£100 (non-refundable) is required to
secure a place.
Before all this of course we have the
Association AGM in its traditional spot
of the First Tuesday in April, 5th April
2016.
Finally on a sad note it was with
regret that we all learnt of the untimely
death of John van Der Vord after
a brave battle against cancer. I am
sure the obituary to John will do his
memory justice. I only got to know
John through Association events in
more recent years and first impressions
were not wrong. What a great guy. So
many of you who had the pleasure of
serving with him have a host of tales
to tell. A real Regimental character He

Letter to the editor of the regimental
gazette.
Being flat on my back and
permanently tired is not conducive
to writing thank you cards and I can
barely talk (though some see this as a
blessing), so I would be most grateful for
the courtesy of your columns to thank
the many kind people who have sent
me thoughts. I am really most touched
by the unexpectedly kind comments.
I never expected to experience Burns’
comment “O wad some Power the giftie
gie us, to see oursels as ithers see us!”.
Many thanks and a guid New Year to yin
and a’. Gordon.
How typical of Gordon to want to
put his words out for all to read. A truly
great, and dare I say unique, London
Scot who will be long remembered and
sadly missed.
On a more positive note the
following new members have joined
the Association since the last gazette:
Gary Gunnell, Mark Hayball and
Donnie MacLeod. I make it that 30 new
members have joined the Association
since last years AGM, including 9 from
the Serving Company.
A warm welcome is extended to all.
Yours aye
Steve Lovelock
Chairman – London Scottish
Regimental Association.
sdlovelock@googlemail.com
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Obituaries
Major Stuart Young TD
Stuart was the epitome of a traditional
‘Gentleman’ Highland Officer. Totally
committed to the Jocks, to the London
Scottish and all it represented and of
course to Scotland. Highly respected by
both Regular and Reserve staff he was an
outstanding Territorial Army Officer who
cared deeply about his second profession
and strove to do the right thing in the
right way all the time. He always went
that extra mile to make a meaningful
contribution, and absolutely embodied
the British Army’s leadership ethos of
‘Serve to Lead’.
Stuart had an amazing knowledge
of the inevitable maze of regimental
information, both the important and
the more fascinating. Often referred to
as the ‘Regimental Edwardian Officer’ or
‘Hamish McStuartie the Laird of Cheam’,
he seemed to live in kilted working
dress. Right from enlistment he looked,
sounded and acted as an officer, indeed
due to their moustaches and similar
height Mark Randall and Stuart were
often confused for each other. Mark
recall’s being congratulated by some ‘Hie
Heid yin’ for his performance with the
Edinburgh Castle Guard, which was of
course one of Stuart’s triumphs. Mark
was similarly confused when as Company
Sergeant Major, Stuart was often
addressed as ‘Sir’ by newer members of
the Regiment even though Stuart was still
only a lowly private.
We will also remember Stuart
for his occasional indulgences in
unconventional dress and endearingly
eccentric behaviour. On one ocassion he
turned up in the middle of a Battalion
attack in blue jumper, kilt and ash-plant
claiming it was traditional Highland
fighting dress, and not simply because
he’d forgotten his combat trousers! He
also turned up at my wedding having
forgotten his spats which resulted in the
Pipe Major, Ian King, writing a pipe tune
called the ‘Captain’s Spats’ in his honour.
Rarely separated from his ash-plant Stuart
was known to have a danger zone around
him within which he used to club young
officers if they were being idle, vaguely
insubordinate or sometimes just because
they were within range! He was also the
only officer I have known who carried a
small painting set in his webbing which

he used to record proceedings specially
when in the Command Post.
A key participant in many of the
Regiment’s ceremonial commitments
over the last 30 years, Stuart was on
both the 1/51 Highland Colours and
disbandment Parades, Edinburgh Castle
Guard in 1991 and the London Regiment
Colours Parade in 1997.
He also
commanded the London Scottish platoon
on the Freedom of Dundee Parade as
well as attending countless Lord Mayor
Shows.
Stuart fully understood and
appreciated the range of responsibilities
as an officer, especially the social side and
was a highly effective London Scottish
Officers’ President of the Mess Committee
and Regimental Secretary.
He was
central to the Regiment’s participation
in a number of successful appearances
at the Caledonian Ball set reels, not least
a couple of Regimental Sixteensomes.
And it was at his instigation that we
hosted officers of the Scots Guards to
supper beforehand; an early example
of integration and cooperation. His
organisation of the annual Officers’
Dinner Club and the Hallowe’en Dinner
were always excellent and helped to
greatly improve the profile and influence
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of the Regiment.
An optometrist by profession, he
worked with his father (an optician and
former Royal Scot) at their practice in
Wilton Street. Stuart joined the London
Scottish in 1982 when G Company was
still at Buckingham Gate and served in
the ranks. In 1984 he was on Exercise
Lion Heart and shared a trench with
Andrew Norman in the Dassal Gap.
Apparently they dug into very solid
ground.
Sergeant Major Granger
promised an engineer trenching tractor
which to their amazement turned up
and having dug his trench subsequently
broke down so everyone else had to
dig their own! By all accounts this was
quite the dullest exercise on record with
nothing happening for the 10 days apart
from sitting in their trenches and being
attacked by Dutch paratroopers who
had no blank ammo and assaulted the
entrenched positions shouting “bangbang”! The company then moved from
Buckingham Gate to the Territorial Army
Centre at Wenlock Street in the City for
a couple of years whilst the Regimental
Headquarters at Horseferry Road was
being built. It was at this time he was
appointed L/Cpl shortly after which he
was selected for Officer training. He was
commissioned with Andrew Norman on
26th March 1988 and took over 5 Platoon
from Geoff McAdam at Wenlock Street
before taking over 6 Platoon at Bromley
from Mark Ludlow. He had very fond
memories of his time commanding the
Bromley Jocks and played a key role in
establishing them in Catford.
As depicted in the painting in the
drill hall, Stuart and Andrew were
both Colour Ensigns at the opening of
Horseferry Road. It was on this occasion
that the Regimental Sergeant Major
famously said in broad Scots “lower the
colour until its six t’a eight inches from
the ground” rather than 68 inches from
the floor of the drill hall the then SPSI
Vic Lees, standing behind them quickly
interjected by confirming “that’s 7 inches
to you Sir”. Stuart and Rupert Wirgman
then both attended CATC together.
Stuart was given first command during
the defence phase of the final week
exercise however was cheated of a full
command experience after one of the
exercising soldiers struck an Unexploded
Bomb (UXB) whilst digging in, which

resulted in a withdrawal whilst they
waited for the disposal team to deal with
it! Having taken part in the final parade
for 1/51 Highland on the formation of
the London Regiment in 1992 Stuart took
over as Regimental Recruiting Officer
running recruit centralised training for
the new Battalion. He then became Mark
Randall’s 2IC for the whole of his three
years commanding the Company which
came to an end at the London’s Colours
parade in 1997 upon which Stuart
assumed Command.
His time in command was over the
period of the Strategic Defence Review
of 1998 which culminated with The
London Regiment emerging with 6
Rifle Companies. The survival of both
the London Scottish and the London
Irish had been questioned and Stuart
made strong representations to Colonel
Richard Holliday as Regimental Colonel,
that we did not have enough ‘military
clout’. After discussion with the then CGS
General Sir Michael Walker this led to
the creation of the Honorary Regimental
Colonel and the appointment of Lord
Robertson. It was unfortunately at this
time that Kristin became very unwell.
The courage he displayed at this difficult
time leading up to her death and the
support he showed her and the boys was
unparalleled. He handed over Command
to Rupert Clements in 2000 before going
on to serve as a very successful and
popular Second in Command of the
London Regiment for nearly three years,
under Lt Col James Cunliffe and then Lt
Col Jeremy Mooney. For Stuart’s final
weekend in that appointment, in early
2003, he was given acting Command of
the Battalion, and he took it to the urban
fighting complex at Copehill Down for
two days of intensive tactical training
- which the CO had named ‘Exercise
YOUNG PRETENDER’ in his honour.
Taking over as Regimental Secretary
in 2005 his knowledge and passion for the
Regiment and his organisational ability
made him both ideally suited and highly
effective in this role. His dedication,
advice and support to three successive
Regimental Colonels (Colonel Stephen
Henwood, Colonel David Rankin-Hunt
and Brigadier Alastair Bruce) has been
outstanding. Indeed working with Laura,
the Regimental Administration Assistant,
the effectiveness, influence, profile
and standing of the London Scottish
Regiment is now at an all-time high. It
should also be noted that Stuart’s time as
Regimental Secretary was at the height of
the Operational commitments to Iraq and
Afghanistan, saw the London Regiment

become part of the Guard’s Division and
the transition of the Territorial Army to
the Army Reserve under Army 2020. This
brought some significant changes to the
way the Regiment functioned and Stuart
often found himself managing tensions
between those who found it difficult
to accept that the world had moved on
and the immediate reality of operational
deployment and the transition to the new
world of Reserve Forces. It is to his great
credit that he did what he felt was right
for the Regiment despite the personal
stress that this sometimes brought.
Stuart was also a significant supporter
of a number of other military, youth and
charitable organisations. In particular
he was a strong advocate of the London
Regiment, which he firmly believed in.
He was heavily involved in fostering
closer links with the Scots Guards and
he was a very active patron, close friend
and well respected advisor to our sister
Regiment The Toronto Scottish Regiment
(Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother’s
Own), a relationship that was very dear
to him. He led and organised a number
of trips to Messines becoming quite a well

know figure in Ypres, especially with the
Last Post Association. Stuart was also
instrumental in organising a number
of trips to the Caribbean, including the
Regiment’s participation in Jamaica’s 50th
Anniversary of Independence Military
Tattoo. His support to the British
West Indian Community was officially
recognised with the presentation of
the Caribbean variant of the Queens
Diamond Jubilee medal. Stuart was
also a strong supporter of the Cadets
spending time as the Executive Officer
for the South West London Cadet region
which allowed him to continue to serve
only becoming Major ‘Ret’d’ relatively
recently. Separate to his military career
Stuart was a popular and good humoured
member of the Yardley Chase Services
Shoot. He was also a volunteer member
of the Ceremonial Staff of the Order of St
John and an active member of the Royal
Caledonian Society of London. Another
great love of his was Clan Young. Along
with Brian Young he was central in
setting up Clan Young UK in 2011 and
was appointed convener coordinating
attendance at many clan gatherings and
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running the website. Under his leadership
membership significantly increased and
the organisation has flourished.
Above all of this Stuart was first and
foremost a devoted family man. A loyal
and loving husband to Kristin and then
to Rosie, he was a great father dedicated
to looking after and getting the best
for Callum, Angus and Katherine. He
embraced his wider family with equal
devotion and shot regularly with his
father in law James, Rosie’s father, as
ROBERT GORDON SKILLING VR
MA
Born 8th May, 1947.
Died 13th
January, 2016.
We are extremely sorry to have to
record the death in January of Gordon
Skilling, after a long illness. Raconteur,
piper, pianist, singer, entertainer,
journalist, soldier, husband, father,
Ancient, Glenworple, tea-totaller and
generally good all-round chap, Gordon
will be very sorely missed by so many.
Robert Gordon Skilling was born in
Glasgow on 8th May 1947. He grew up
in Eaglesham, south of Glasgow, and
attended Eastwood Senior Secondary
School. An enthusiastic Boy Scout he
achieved the status of Queen Scout and in
1963 attended the Scout World Jamboree
in Greece. Gordon’s other early interests
included music, with piano lessons from
a young age, and cycling. Gordon toured
all over Scotland and even ventured
further afield into Europe when he was
a little older.
In September 1965 Gordon went up to
The University of St Andrews studying
history and modern languages. During
his time there he achieved a Blue in
1967-8 for captaining the University
Judo team, joined the Tayforth OTC, the
University pipe band and even found the
time to study for his degree, graduating
in 1969.
Gordon’s father had served in
Intelligence in Burma during The Second
World War, and afterwards developed a
career in the newspaper industry. The
seed of working in journalism obviously
appealed to Gordon, and in the years
after his graduation he worked for
various local Scottish newspaper offices
including the Ayr Advertiser and the
Aberdeen Press & Journal. However, it
wasn’t long before he felt the need for
bigger challenges and to broaden his
horizons he would have to migrate south.
In 1972 he arrived in London and joined
the Civil Service with The Central Office
of Information (COI), the post-war
successor to the Ministry of Information.

well as denuding James’ cellar of any
even vaguely decent whisky. Although
Stuart leaves us today as we say
farewell, the family he loved so much
will not be leaving us. Rosie, Callum,
Angus and Katherine remain as firmly
in our Regimental hearts and thoughts
as our dear departed colleague in arms
and Regimental Secretary.
In short Stuart was a lovely person
and probably the most loyal and
committed member of the London

In December 1972 24046534 Pte
R.G.Skilling walked into 59 Buckingham
Gate and joined G (London Scottish)
Company 1st Bn. 51st Highland
Volunteers. Although he had joined
the TAVR primarily as an infantry
soldier, and not “just” a piper, he was
never far from them. He never missed
an opportunity on training weekends
to whip out the porage gun (indeed, it
is so described in copies of the Gazette
of the period) and amaze, entertain,
annoy, wake up or otherwise enliven his
fellow soldiery. On one occasion, piping
the troops back home through some
Berwickshire countryside, the sound
of his pipes seemed to be attracting the
local bovine population. He asked for
tune requests and one wag replied “Fare
ye well Inniskilling.....”
Gordon had of course also joined the
Pipes and Drums, where, in January
1973, his talents were noted and he was
categorised as “piper, pianist and singer
of Scottish national songs extraordinaire”.
By the winter of 1974 his enthusiasm,
zeal and general usefulness were officially
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Scottish Regiment I have known during
my service. Hard working, honourable,
generous, kind, paternal and dedicated to
his family he was a wonderful friend and
a role model for us all. He will be deeply
missed.
STRIKE SURE
Colonel Marc Overton TD
Regimental Lieutenant Colonel
The London Regiment
recognised and he was appointed L/Cpl.
In the same year Gordon and another
piper toured with The Sensational Alex
Harvey Band and Deep Purple, their
playing featured on the SAHB track
“Anthem”, and they appeared in uniform
on the cover of their record album, The
Impossible Dream.
His three years with COI included
visits to exotic and rarified places like
Egypt and Russia which apparently
perplexed various wallahs in the Foreign
Office, who it seems often wondered
what the hell he was doing there. In
1975 Gordon successfully transferred
to the Ministry of Defence as a Press
Officer in the Office of Public Relations,
MOD, a full-time overseas posting.
He moved away from London and set
up home in RAF Rheindahlen, West
Germany. It was here, characteristically
at a Scottish Country Dancing club, that
Gordon met Maria (Ria), and in 1978
they were married at The Church of St
Thomas More, Rheindahlen. Fiona,
their daughter was born in Germany the
following year. Shortly afterwards the
family moved to the UK when Gordon
was posted to Air Command, RAF High
Wycombe, and in 1980, Gordon and
Ria’s son Andrew was born. Despite
all of the turmoil of the house moves
and pressures of his job, he continued
to attend his TA drills, weekends and
camps. So it was that, in 1980, Gordon
completed his first period of TA service
and was awarded the T&AVR Efficiency
Medal (TEM). The following year he was
promoted Corporal.
In May 1982 he moved back to
Germany, where he took up the position
of Press Officer with British 3rd
Infantry Division, which then included
a significant proportion of armoured
units. Ria and the family followed, living
in Hamm, just north of Dortmund.
After three years in Germany the
Skillings were on the move once again,
this time back to a job in London for
Gordon, working on the RAF News, and
home was established in leafy Surrey.

Although apparently settled down for the
foreseeable future, over the next six years
Gordon was despatched on assignments
to a wide variety of locations all over
the world including Rhodesia, Canada,
Hong Kong, Egypt, Belize, Bosnia,
Jamaica, Mexico, The Falkland Islands,
Rwanda and Kenya. For his involvement
in Rhodesia during Operation AGILA,
the run up to the 1980 elections and the
establishment of Zimbabwe, Gordon was
awarded the Rhodesia Medal. In between
these trips Gordon reinvigorated his
activity in the TA and in 1985 he was
posted to the Battalion Intelligence
Section and promoted Sergeant in 1986.
In the summer of 1991 Gordon
transferred to Soldier Magazine, then
based at Aldershot, and the family
moved to Guildford. When the Serving
Company rebadged from 51 Highland
to London Scottish in March 1992,
in preparation for the creation of the
London Regiment, Gordon was in
the Pipes and Drums for the formal
ceremony. Sending Hallowe’en greetings
from Hong Kong that year, he was
back in the UK in time for the London
Regiment Formation Parade at the Duke
of York’s the following year. As the new
formation sorted itself out, Gordon, now
C/Sgt of the Int. Section, was based at
St John’s Hill with other elements of the
new battalion HQ.
In 1996 he was present in Bosnia for the
Dayton Peace Accord Implementation
and awarded the NATO Medal (Former
Yugoslavia). His last career posting was
as Press Officer to 4 Div, Aldershot in
1997.
In 1999, after more than 30 years
of service, Gordon finally hung up his
army boots. He had earned the T&AVR
Efficiency Medal with two clasps, and the
Volunteer Reserve Long Service Medal.
Gordon finally retired from the MOD
in 2008. In the years that he lived in
Guildford Gordon’s spare time was
spent with the LS Pipes and Drums, the
Guildford Burns Club, where they too
marvelled at his regular performances
of Tam O’Shanter and Address to the
Haggis, The Farnham Scottish Country

Dancing Club and even the Pilgrim
Morris Men. For several years, at dawn
on 1st May, Gordon would accompany
the morris dancers up St Martha’s Hill,
near Chilworth, to the beautiful small
church at the top, where he would play
a lament at the grave of Lt. Gen. Bernard
Freyberg VC, one of the most highly
decorated soldiers of The Great War. As
an Association member of the band he
also managed to keep up his air miles.
He made the trip to Poland in 1999 for
the dedication of the Polish Memorial
to Monte Cassino in Warsaw, and was
present for the three consecutive annual
trips to Gibraltar 2002-4.
In 2006 Gordon became a member of
The Glenworple Highlanders (no.89) and
in 2012 he joined The Ancients (no.129),
becoming Mine Ancient last year.
But it was in 2010, that Gordon first
noticed problems with his breathing and
was diagnosed the following year with
Ideopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis (IPF),
a chronic and degenerative disease of
the lungs, which usually proves fatal.
Gordon knew this and made a great
study of the problem. He wrote an article
that was published in the magazine of
the Royal Brompton Hospital. It was
typical of the man that his cheerful
stoicism and determination to carry on
meant that over the next few years, even
as his condition worsened, Gordon and
Ria were often to be seen at Regimental
events, Gordon with his breathing
apparatus strapped on, physically
drained but mentally as lively and sharp
as ever. His condition deteriorated very
much over the last eight months and he
was confined to bed and unable to leave
the house, but was so lucky to have the
constant support of Ria and Fiona to care
for him. Gordon finally passed away in
January at the age of 68.
The funeral was on 1st February at St
Andrews Garrison Church of Scotland,
Aldershot, with a strong contingent of
London Scots present to pay their last
tribute. The hearse arrived led by the
Pipes and Drums, and the coffin, draped
in the Union Flag, and surmounted by
Gordon’s Glengarry and belt, was carried

into the kirk past an impromptu Guard
of Honour made from his erstwhile
comrades. The church was filled with
relatives, friends and colleagues. The
service was led by Chris Oldroyd,
who in addition to being a minister at
the church, was also an old friend of
Gordon’s, a fellow piper, and a member of
the Regiment and the Pipes and Drums.
During the service tributes were given
by members of Gordon’s family, past
work colleagues and friends. Gordon’s
immediate family were represented by
Ria, Fiona and Andrew, brother Iain and
cousin Andrew Jardine. Son Andrew
had travelled from Georgia, USA, and
Andrew Jardine from Canada.
After the service there was a short
Committal Service at Godalming
Crematorium followed by a reception at
Guildford Cathedral Refectory.
All members of the Regiment will have
their particular memories of Gordon,
and will join in our sympathy with his
wife, Ria and all of the family.
London Scots in attendance included:Chris Adams, Bryan and Sue Alderson,
Stuart Bachelor, Steve Broomfield,
Roger Carlile and Shirley Cox, Col.
John Clemence, Peter Compobassi, Ade
Cornell, Geoff Dickman, Murdo Durrant,
Carl Fairman, Martin Felstead, Arthur
Fenwick, David and Margaret Franklin,
Bob Harman, Jason Harryman, Geoff
Hetherington, Graham and Joyce Kellas,
Steve Kempster, Eric Kester, Pat King
and Isla St Clair, Steve Lovelock, Donnie
MacLeod, Alex McBride, Lt. Col. Peter
McLelland, Angus Miller, Alan Morris,
Marc Ormiston, Col. Marc Overton,
Alan Pendleton, Maj. Mark Randall,
Tony Rawlins, John Roll-Pickering, Maj.
Richard Robinson, Len Rose, Brian Sivyer,
John and Ruth Spoore, Danny Ward,
Split Waterman, Maj. Brian Welsh, Maj.
Rupert Wirgman,
Pipes & Drums:
DM Nobby and Liz Foulis, PM Jim
McLucas, Nick Gair, Alex Cooper, Duncan
De Silva, Davie Stewart, Stuart Nicholson,
Tommy Johnston, Brent Johnston, Haydn
Cottom, Ian Barrett, Gary Anderson and
Chris MacPherson.

Mr and Mrs George Wood,
I imagine you will have received the copies of the Winter Gazette that were despatched from this office at the end of last
week, and noticed the most unfortunate mistake regarding Hector’s obituary.
This was a printing error which I failed to identify at proof reading stage.
I am so very sorry if this has caused you any embarrassment or distress, and this will of course be addressed in the next issue,
when an apology will be included together with a reprint of the corrected obituary.
I hope you will accept my most sincere apologies for this printing oversight.
With best wishes,
Laura Truman,
Assistant to the Regimental Secretary
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COLONEL HUGH PARKHILL
STEWART, OStJ, CD
28th October 1932 to December
22nd 2015.
Beverly Stewart’s note
“Dear Friends and Family,
I am so sorry to have to tell you that
Hugh passed away at 4:14 a.m. this
morning 22nd December at Markham
Stouffville Hospital.”
From the Toronto Star Obituary
Colonel Hugh Parkhill Stewart OStJ
CD passed away peacefully in the
loving presence of his family following a
recurrence of the cancers which he had
so valiantly beaten more than 7 years ago.
Ever the optimist, always the warrior and
loving husband and Dad, Hugh’s absence
will be grieved, yet his life celebrated by
his wife of 25 years, Beverley Ann and all
his extended family..
He was fortunate this past summer
to be able to take part in the Centenary
celebrations of the Toronto Scottish
Regiment and to be visited by his dear
friend Colonel John Clemence CBE
TD former Regimental Colonel of the
London Scottish Regiment and his wife
Heather. The London Scottish is the
sister Regiment of the Toronto Scottish
sharing the same Hodden Grey uniform
and many customs. Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth the Queen Mother was
Colonel in Chief of the Toronto Scottish
and Honorary Colonel of the London
Scottish.
He especially loved the opportunity in
July to visit his Irish cousins in Belfast.
Hugh’s absence leaves a huge void in
the life of his best friend Fred Moxon
(Penny) and the multitude of his and
Bev’s friends of many, many years, all the
new friends in Swan Lake Village and his
US friends in Florida.
Hugh Parkhill Stewart began his
military career in 1946 joining the 80th
Veterans’ Guard Army Cadet Corps,
which 2 years later became The Toronto
Scottish Regiment Cadet Corps. In 1950
he joined the Regiment as a Private and
reached the rank of Sergeant before
being commissioned. In 1960 his civilian
employment with the Bank of Montreal
took him to Werl in Germany as branch
manager but upon his return home
he rejoined the Regiment and became
Adjutant in 1963 was promoted to
Captain in 1965 and Major in 1968. In
1970 he was appointed CO in the rank of
Lieutenant Colonel.
While CO the Cadet Corps, which had
closed in 1951, was reestablished. On

Dinner at Bassetts 11th July 1991; Front row: Colonel John, Heather Clemence,
Colonel Hugh Stewart, Mrs Beverley Stewart, Colonel John Massingham and
Mrs Anne Massingham. Back row: Major Mark Ludlow, Captain Mark Randall,
Captain Rupert Wirgman and PM John Spoore
retiring he joined the Directing Staff of
the Militia Officer Training Course for
two years and retired from the Reserves
in 1975. For the next ten years he was
very active in the Regiment, the Senate,
the Foundation and other roles before
being appointed Regimental Lieutenant
Colonel in 1985 and Honorary Colonel in
1993. He retired in 2002 after seventeen
years service as an Honorary.
vIn 2000 he initiated the negotiation
leading to the adoption of the Regiment’s
secondary title “Queen Elizabeth the
Queen Mother’s Own” in honour of the
100th Birthday of Her Majesty, who had
been colonel in Chief since 1938.
His unstinting service to the Regiment
spanned 67 years. With Colonel John
Massingham, his predecessor, he founded
the Toronto Scottish Foundation and as
Treasurer raised hundreds of thousands
of dollars for the serving unit. He was
Chairman of the Regimental Senate. He
served as President of the Royal Canadian
Military Institute, the Fort York Branch
of the Royal Canadian Legion and served
for 35 years as Secretary Treasurer of the
Canadian Infantry Association
He was Aide de Camp to The Queen
Mother on her several visits to “Her
Regiment” and Hugh and Bev had
many happy visits and luncheons with
Her Majesty at Clarence House. Hugh
attended The Queen Mother’s funeral at
Westminster Abbey in 2002.
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When the Regiment moved to its
new armoury their All Ranks Mess,
the equivalent of our Queen Elizabeth’s
Room, was named “The Colonel Hugh
Parkhill Stewart Room”.
In recognition of his service to the
Training and Finance Committees of the
Most Venerable Order of The Hospital
of St. John of Jerusalem, he was made
an Officer of the Order of St. John. Hugh
and Bev also hosted members of the US
military attending the Canadian Staff
College
In civilian life Hugh joined The Bank
of Montreal in 1950 as a young teller.
After progressing through the ranks, he
was asked to pilot the Private Banking
Service aimed at high wealth individuals
and managed the first Private Banking
Centre. But he left the bank in 1988 and
worked for the Royal Trust Company and
Citibank. He later returned to The Bank
of Montreal until he retired in 1997.
Colonel John’s note to the Secretary
of the Toronto Scottish Regimental
Association
I would like you to pass on to your
members my personal condolences at the
sad death of my very good friend Hugh
Stewart.
We first met when I was one of the 17
London Scots chosen to visit Toronto for
the 50th Anniversary in 1965, when the
Queen Mother presented new colours. I

was a young captain and so was Hugh.
Neither of us imagined at that time
that we might both be present at the
Centenary celebrations this year. Some
time ago Hugh said to me what a “blast”
it would be if we did.
We have exchanged many visits since.
I came in 1974 on my way back from my
sister in BC and then not for another
18 years until we were both Colonels of
our Regiments in 1992. We had made it
an aim that we would try and bring our
Regiments closer together with visits
each way by soldiers for training.
Hugh and Bev with John and Anne
Massingham came to my house for an
informal Regimental dinner in 1991 (I
attach a picture of which I am very fond)
and we met on many other occasions.
Perhaps my most memorable visit was
to his retirement parade. I managed to
arrange with the help of Fred Moxon that
Hugh did not know I was going and when
I tapped him on the shoulder in your old
Sergeants’ Mess all he could say was “Oh

my gawd”. We then shared a wonderful
visit. I remember being shown his home
on wheels.
Hugh proposed me for membership
of the Order of the Hodden Grey at
Companion level; as I understood it at
the time the only non Canadian member.
That was a great honour and I was able
to attend the Foundation dinner on 11th
September 2011 to express my thanks.
To be able to come over in 2015 with
my wife Heather and to spend a few very
happy days with Bev and Hugh and to
renew our long friendship with Fred and
Penny was just wonderful and of course
I am now so grateful that we were able
to do that.
During all these years Hugh and I have
kept in touch by email on many different
subjects always signing off in my case
“Strike Sure and Carry On” and in his
“Carry On and Strike Sure”, words which
he has asked to be placed on his grave
marker.
Hugh never failed to amaze me by

the involvement that he had with your
Regiment in so many capacities always
performed with dedication and zeal and
a deal of humour. You all know how
much you owe him.
On October 26th He even managed to
read for me the message I sent with the
Afghan Picture which I had presented
having involved himself in the detail of
the framing.
I shall miss him terribly. It is like losing
a favourite cousin. But my affection for
your Regiment will of course continue in
his memory and I know people will be
talking about Hugh for many years. He is
part of your history – a legend.
I send you all my very fondest greeting
at this sad time.

PAUL CLINTON HAMMOND
1928 – 2016

Returning to UK, he resigned his
commission, but was feeling at a loss
away from the shelter of service life and
with a smart piece of salesmanship by
his father, Paul applied for and joined
The London Scottish as a Private in the
Signals Section.
He spent his first training weekend
with the Anti-Tank Platoon and
knowing a good thing when he saw
it, he transferred. He was at various
times with C and A Companies, but
eventually settled back into Support.
On promotion to Sergeant, Paul was
posted, with one Sgt Hollingsworth, to
23rd London Regiment as Anti-tank
Instructors. (There being a London
Scottish and a London Irish regiment,
the 23rd London Regiment was more
often referred to as The London English
Regiment)!!
In civilian life, over the years Paul
had several and varied jobs, including
being part of a technical sales team of
a big chemical company, and working
for Securicor, Sainsburys and Godfrey
Davis Europcar (where he boasted
that his job was to train the front
office girls!!) He competed in various
sporting activities and was a member
of the 4 x 100 yds. relay team that
came second, just losing out to The
Westminster Dragoons in the 1952
TA Sports Championships. Paul was
‘volunteered’ into the office of Secretary
to The London Scottish Sergeants’ Mess
in January 1957. He was always ready to
volunteer for any task that came along
and excelled at everything that he did,
earning the slogan “Leave it to Paul,

he’s on the ball”. He took his work very
seriously, but was always able and ready
to joke against himself. He said that he
made such a mess of the Secretarial
office - so much so that he was elected
into office time and again to give him
more experience!
On 7th September 1957 Paul
married Betty McAndrew Burnard at
St Columba’s Church, Pont Street. Pipe
Sgt Bill ‘Fergie’ Ferguson (a former
Gordon Highlander) was their piper.
Their wedding reception was at The
Hyde Park Hotel. In 1963, Paul was
promoted to CQMS C Coy, under CSM
Dougie Leitch. In 1967, at the MOD
reorganisation of the Armed Forces,
Paul together with several colleagues,
transferred to the new T&AVR 3
commitment.
He was elected into ‘The Ancients’, an
august fraternity within The London
Scottish Sgts Mess, and took the chair
as ‘Mine Ancient’ in 1995, with Brother
Joe Byrne as Vice Mine Ancient. Paul
and Betty were very involved in the
planning and running of the annual
London Scottish Childrens’ Party and
as with all big productions, there was a
need for a ‘warm-up’ team. In this case,
‘Uncle Paul’ no less, on the piano with
‘Uncle Charlie’ Rylands as Ringmaster
and leading the children in community
singing before being led down for ‘The
big eats’.
Paul and Betty moved from London
to Babbacombe in South Devon
in the early 1990’s where he was to
become heavily involved with the

Paul C. Hammond was born on 16th
November 1928 at Downend a suburb
of Bristol. In 1937 the Hammond family
moved to York, where Paul was later to
attend Nunthorpe Grammar School.
On its formation in 1941, he joined
the 5th Bn West Yorkshire Regiment
Army Cadet Force, remaining with the
unit after leaving school and rose to
the dizzy heights of Company Sergeant
Major.
He was at that time, working in a
pathology laboratory. The Hammonds
moved again in 1946, to North
Wembley. Paul’s father had been in
the first wave of London Scots, taken
‘up to the front’ in October 1914,
in the London buses still painted in
their bright red ‘London General’
livery. Inspired by his father’s military
service Paul enlisted on a Regular 5/7
Year Engagement with The Gordon
Highlanders.
He was initially to join the 30th
Leader Training Bn in Elgin, was then
posted to Redford Barracks as an
Officer Cadet, on further to 1 Black
Watch in Duisburg, Germany. He
returned to UK and to Eaton Hall and
was commissioned into The Gordons,
but posted not to his own regiment,
but to The Royal West African Frontier
Force, serving as Regimental Signals
Officer with 1st Bn The Sierra Leone
Regiment. Paul’s regular service was
brought abruptly to an end in October
1949, with the post war defence cuts.

Yours Aye
Colonel John Clemence CBE TD
Strike Sure and Carry On
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local Neighbourhood Watch and was
very soon elected in as Chairman of
his branch. In the mid 1990’s, after
the Steven Lawrence affair, regional
discussions between police and
communities ensued. At one such
meeting at the Riviera Conference
Centre, Torquay, Mr. Edward Moedey
recalls how Paul had parked his car in
a reserved parking space, designated
for the police officers present. On
his dashboard, Paul had left a notice
‘Contact P.C. Hammond’.
Sadly on New Year’s Day 1995, Betty
passed away. They had no children.
At a total loss without Betty, Paul redoubled his involvement in community
work and in 2001 was Chairman of

JOHN VAN DER VORD
John van der Vord was born on 21st.
January 1940 in Cleethorpes, Lincs.,
which he famously said was ‘a good
place to come from’. His father worked as
a firemaster with BP and was posted to
Iraq in 1944, accompanied by the infant
John. In 1949 he returned to Britain, and
boarding school near Selby in Yorkshire,
where he eventually captained the first
XV and was a sergeant in the School
ATC. On leaving school he started work
with the Mobil Oil Company. In 1959
Bill Weston, a ‘professional private’ in
the MMG Platoon, recruited John to join
the Regiment, on the same day as the late
David Duncan who was later to become
Pipe Major and the Queen Mother’s
personal piper.
After recruit training John was posted
to Support Company’s Assault Pioneer
Platoon. There was a strong social side
after training in those days, and in 1962
he joined David Henderson, David
Limage, Doug Kean and Graham Kellas
on a jaunt through France and on to the
Costa Brava. It was John who suggested
that straw boaters were being worn on
the Continent that summer, and so ‘Les
Cinq Chapeaux’ was born, an irregular
group of LS holidaymakers whose
number varied, with selected newcomers
joining as work or matrimony caught up
with the others.
Memories and the antics of Les Cinq
on that initial trip and subsequent forays
are still fondly recounted by remaining
survivors. Just one example - picture a
café in a sleepy little French village being
approached by our five boater-topped
heroes seeking lunchtime refreshment,
and an elderly Frenchman leaping to
his feet exclaiming ‘Engleesh – I was in

‘2 and 3 Basic Command Unit Force
Association Forum’.
The
Forum
comprised
of
representatives
of
the
Police,
Community Safety and Neighbourhood
Watch, from Torbay, Teignmouth,
South Hams and the West Devon
and Plymouth Police Districts. Paul
remarked at the time ‘I thought that I
had retired, but now I’m ‘Commander
in Chief ’ of a private army of about
500’. In his latter years, he suffered the
ravages of diabetes.
On New Year’s Eve (2015), following
a spell in hospital, he was released
having had a couple of toes amputated.
He was recovering and bearing up well,
but on 17th January (2016), he had a

the Resistance!!’, shaking us all warmly
by the hand, and inviting us into his
establishment.
Shades of ‘allo ‘allo. Several rounds
of drinks later, our new-found friend
wound up the proceedings by producing
a bottle of Marc (raw spirit distilled from
grape residue) which we helped him
consume. After grateful and prolonged
‘au revoirs’ and ‘vive La Resistances’ we
finally fell out onto the street, weaved
our way back to the vehicle, took a vote
as to who was most able to drive, and
headed out of town to the nearest field
where we could lie down for a couple of
hours to recover.
When Weekend Training allowed,
John also found time to pursue his love
of rugby, joining Shirley Wanderers RFC
in Croydon, and playing alongside Cpl.
Dick Gordon (1960s Mortar Platoon).
John’s military career progressed
steadily, promoted Corporal and then
Sergeant in the Recruit Training Wing
before his civilian employment moved
him out of reach of HQ. John transferred
to the 4/5 Royal Hampshires where he
was commissioned 2nd. Lieutenant,
until a few months later the 1967 TA
reorganisation made him redundant. On
moving back to London he attempted
to rejoin us in the new G Coy., 51
Highland, ‘in any capacity’, but there
were no vacancies so he had to settle
for a place in AVR3 (London Yeomanry
and Territorials). Eventually he was able
to transfer into G Coy as a Corporal
in the Anti-Tank Platoon, later being
promoted to Sergeant and then CSM, a
demanding job he undertook with great
dedication and efficiency. When work
once again interfered he transferred to
the London Scottish Cadre as CSM, and
finally handed in his kit in 1973. John
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massive and fatal heart attack. Paul’s
closest living relatives are his sister
in law Susan, a niece, Heather, and a
nephew, Nigel.
Paul’s funeral service was on Friday
12th February 2016 at The Torbay
Crematorium. Attending with many
of his friends and former colleagues to
support Susan, Heather and Nigel and
to represent ‘The Ancients’ and London
Scottish were Major Mark Randall TD,
Mark Ormiston and Iain and Elizabeth
Robertson with John (piping) and
Ruth Spoore representing The Gordon
Highlanders.
A very full life Paul. Strike Sure –
Bydand.
John Spoore RVM

was awarded the TEM and received the
Lord Lieutenant’s Commendation.
In civilian life John met Liz as a result
of the Regiment’s then social liaison with
the Wrens Volunteer Reserve of HMS
President, and they married in 1963.
They lived in south London for a while,
eventually moving to Hampshire, then
to Bucks. and finally Oxfordshire where
they ran a filling station and general
store for some years. Both John and Liz
were keen amateur dramatists, with John
moving on to the direction as well as the
performing side.
He was also a keen member of the
Thames Motor Yacht Club, and on one
occasion entered a round Britain powerboat race. He became a boat owner
and studied and taught navigation.
He worked in a friend’s navigation
school and helped train SAS members
in navigation and boat handling. On
the home front he was a great BBQ
cook, and at one time brewed his own
beer which allegedly required a safety
warning before consumption. More
recently both Liz and he did sterling
work for the Wallingford Volunteer
Centre, providing help and transport for
the sick and elderly.
In the early summer last year John was
diagnosed with cancer of the bladder,
but reassured there was a good chance
that after a spell of chemotherapy and
then surgery, he might expect a good
recovery. Unfortunately this was not to
be, and he passed away in hospital on
28th. November with his family at his
bedside.
The funeral took place at the West
Berkshire Crematorium on 18th.
December. Andy Parsons saw us in
to ‘The Black Bear’ and several all
too short but amusing tributes were

paid by friends and family members. I
particularly liked the story of how John
and a neighbour once pushed his car
silently out of the garage and down the
road, then starting up and heading for
the pub, before their respective wives
realised they’d gone a.w.o.l.
Music
included Isla St. Clair singing ‘Muir of
Culloden’, and Paul Robeson’s ‘Swing

low sweet chariot’ to mark John’s keen
interest in all things rugby, ending with
Auld Lang Syne on the pipes as we
left. The congregation then repaired to
the Partridge Inn, Wallingford, where
a large number of friends and family
packed into the low-beamed bar to enjoy
refreshments and share poems, stories
and memories of John’s life, which had

CONSTANTINE CHARLES PRUST
MID
Born 18th October, 1921.
Died
7th February, 2016.

Charles attended a short infantry
conversion course at Sarafand,
Palestine, and in September 1944,
along with three other ex-ack ack
officers, he joined the 1st Bn London
Scottish in Italy, initially posted to C
Company. He commanded 18 Platoon
in Major Penman’s POBD Company,
and later 15 and 13 Platoons. He took
command of the Battle Patrol (also
known as the “Bed-Pressers”) after the

Alan Morris, with kind assistance
from John Clemence.

was evacuated to hospital in Naples
and then to Bari, and from there
repatriated to UK. He underwent a
series of surgical operations to save
his lower right leg which ended up 1
¼ inches shorter than the left and still
held pieces of shrapnel.

Mrs Margaret Prust has written to
let us know that her husband passed
away earlier this month, at the age of
94.
Born in Abbotsham near Bideford,
Charles, as he was known, enlisted
in the 96th (Royal Devon Yeomanry)
Field Regiment RA (TA) early in 1938
at the age of 17. After the outbreak of
WW2 he rapidly rose to the rank of War
Substantive Sergeant, and was still only
19. Subsequently recommended for a
Commission, he was interviewed at the
War Office in London and agreed to
change to Light Anti-Aircraft in view
of the need for officers in that branch
of the service. He was posted to 101st
Lt. A. A. Regt. RA (TA) and saw service
in South Africa, India and the Middle
East with 10th Armoured Division in
1943. After the Regiment’s conversion
to self-propelled Bofors guns, Winston
Churchill apparently decreed that the
Division was to be disbanded in favour
of a South African Armoured Division.
Consequently the 10th Armd Div.
ceased to be in June 1944. As a result
many of the units were reassigned to
other formations, and 101st Lt. A. A.
was disbanded completely.

ended so unexpectedly and far too soon.
We offer our condolences to Liz, their
son’s Andrew and Mark, and to their
three grandchildren.

In later years Charles wrote to the
Gazette several times in his quest to
find the names of men he considered
saved his life by carrying him back to
the assault boat and getting him across
the river. Londoner Jimmy Greeno
finally got in touch with Charles in
1996. He, together with Sergeant
Brown and one other, carried Lieut.
Prust back to the river, and to safety.
Lieut. C. C. Prust was Mentioned
in Despatches for his distinguished
service with the Battalion, gazetted in
1946.
death of Lieut. Alastair Ingram on 7th
April 1945. In what was to be the last
month of the war in Italy, the London
Scottish were still heavily involved in
the fighting and suffered 3 officers and
27 other ranks killed, and 3 officers
and 85 other ranks wounded (of whom
9 died of wounds). Lieut. Prust was to
be one of those and wrote a detailed
account of the incident, published in
the Gazette in 1995 - “I took the Battle
Patrol back across the River Reno
with the objective to clear the enemy
along the southern bank, only to run
into booby traps and mines. I trod on
a mine and detonated it. By a miracle,
the phosphorus and 36 grenades which
I was carrying, were untouched by the
shrapnel from the exploding mine.”
The patrol withdrew back across
the river and an operation mounted
to retrieve the casualties. Charles

Charles Prust worked as a print
manager with a local newspaper, and
later an estate agent and valuer in the
Bideford area. He was the President of
Bideford Football Club in 1996.
Although Charles only returned to
‘59 once after the war, he was extremely
proud of his London Scottish
association and held the battalion
in high esteem for its magnificent
war record. He never failed to have
a memorial cross laid at the Royal
British Legion’s Field of Remembrance
in London for all London Scots who
made the supreme sacrifice, including
the two officers who had transferred
from 101st Lt. A.A. alongside him in
1944 – Capt. Jock Watson and Capt.
Pat Russell.
We extend our sympathy to his wife,
Margaret, daughter, Norma, and son,
Nicholas, on their great loss.

Submissions for the August Gazette should be sent in by the
15 July 2016 for inclusion. All submissions are gratefully accepted.
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∑∑∑∑∑∑∑
Very sad news when we reflect on the challenges
life brought Stuart. I have always admired the way
in which he brought up his boys after the loss of
a much loved wife and it is so sad that his second
family has been brought to a premature end.

Stuart touched the lives and hearts of so many of us
in the Toronto Scottish Regiment. He gave us so many
happy memories and we are deeply saddened by his
passing. He was much more than a good friend, he was
an inspiration and the steadfast link between members of
the Hodden Grey family. We send thoughts of sympathy
and support to his family and to the London Scottish.
Our prayers are with you all and we feel blessed to have
known him.

Col. Stephen Henwood
Let me express my personal shock and sorrow
at dear Stuart’s sudden death. I expect everyone’s
still trying to come to terms with it. A great loss to
hisfamily, friends and the Regiment.

Donald R. Fisher
Honorary ColonelThe Toronto Scottish
Regiment(Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother’s Own)

Ken Duncan (Secretary, Scotland Branch).
This is devastating and shocking news. How terrible
for his wife and young family. It is so sad and a great
blow to the Regiment.

Such sad news he will be sorely missed please pass
on our condolences onto the family from 95 cadet
detachment.

Lord George Robertson

Ken Thornton
London Scottish Cadets

I am personally rocked by the untimely death of Stuart, I cannot think of amore gentle or friendly person, a person
who always represented the London Scottish Regiment to the highest degree, a person to whom personally I have
had great banter with, a person who will be sorely missed no doubt by his regiment but his association and its
membership too. It was a privilege to have served with him and more importantly to have known him, and I will
personally miss him. On behalf of all at the London Irish Rifles Regimental Association I would like to pass on our
sincere condolences to both Stuarts family and the London Scottish regiment for their sad loss.
Yours ever
Peter Lough Major (Ret’d)
Chairman The London Irish Rifles Regimental Association
I was very sorry to hear of the sad news on Stuart
Young from my Brother David. Although I only
knew him for a short period I found him to be a
mosthelpful and loyal member of your Regiment,
always very willing to welcome and assist anyone
from the military Tartan “Mafia” visiting London.
He will besadly missed by his many friends. Please
pass on my condolences to the London Scottish
Regimental Family. .
Colonel R L Steele TD DL
Regimental Secretary Royal Highland Fusiliers
This is deeply saddening and shocking news.
God bless you Stuart.
Conrad Giles

Anne and I were so very saddened to learn of Stuart’s
death. He was an outstanding gentleman and a very
good friend. It is difficult to get our minds around the
fact. Sometime in the future, certainly not right now, we
would like to drop a line to Rosie whom we remember
with fondness. His unrelenting dedication to The
London Scottish spilled over to embrace the Toronto
Scottish and over the years he made a significant
contribution in fostering a warm relationship between
our two, allied units. Whether it be joint training
exercises or ceremonial events on both sides of the
ocean, they were all the better for Stuart’s involvement
and he usually made it look so easy. The otherthing
that comes to mind was his deep involvement with the
Clan Young Society
Gilbert Taylor

